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NRSC Sparks Clipping Furor
by Alan Carter
Washington DC An NRSC FM working group discussion of composite clipping has resurrected a heated debate
over its use and has led to one manufacturer filing acomplaint questioning anticompetitive action.
Modulation Sciences, manufacturer of
the CP803 composite processor, asked
the Electronic Industries Association
(EIA), which sponsors the National Ra-

dio Systems Committee ( NRSC) with
the NAB, in mid-July to investigate if
proper procedures were followed in the
acceptance of apaper critical of composite clipping, according to a letter from
Modulation Sciences counsel Harry
Cole.
"The point of the paper appears to be
to "embarrass" the product (composite
clippers) off the air, as stated in the report," said Modulation Sciences Engineering VP Eric Small. "What I'm con-

cerned with is that it appears to be that
the EIA and NAB may be hosting very
serious anti-competitive action!'
Controversial proposal
The paper, %\ ritten by Chuck Adams
of Circuit Research Labs (CRL), proposes
an increase in total modulation limit to
110% with acomposite baseband spectrum mask and class for rules allowing
different amounts of total modulation
based on peak duration. Peaks greater

than . 5ms in length are held to 110%;
peaks shorter than . 5ms are allowed to
130%, according to the paper.
The paper was submitted voluntarily
to the an NRSC FM subgroup discussing the issue, and made available during afull NRSC meeting just prior to the
NAB convention in Las Vegas.
Small said he was not contacted about
the paper's distribution. Upon learning,
he had his attorney draft aletter to EIA
(continued on page 10)

Compromise on DAT
by John Gatski

Tom Becker of Air Systems Technologies examines structural details of WAEB's antenna tower.

Washington DC The recording industry and audio manufacturers have
agreed to acompromise technology that
would allow consumer DAT recorders to
finally make digital-to-digital recordings
while at the same time making it difficult to pirate tape copies.
The agreement may at last allow widespread acceptance of the technology
among consumers and professionals,
which has been held up pending threats
of litigation from the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA).
Under the compromise, the Philipsdeveloped Serial Copy Management
System (SCMS) would enable owners of

a consumer deck equipped with the
technology to record DAT copies from
the digital outputs of a compact disc
player, other digital tape player or digital radio.
However, the technology would not allow the copy to be digitally copied. If
someone wanted to make more than one
copy of aCD or pre-recorded DAT, they
would need to use afresh tape each time.
Just as important, the SCMS circuit
would allow only one DAT copy made
from the original DAT copy of an analog
source (tape, record, FM broadcast).
The agreement, was tentatively made
at a9-10 June meeting in Athens, Greece,
officially announced 26 July, finally
(continued on page 13)

Multipath Tests Are Digital Quality Transmission
Broadcast Electronics' FM 3.5B
Underway at WAEB
3500 Watt FM Transmitter
by Charles Taylor
Allentown PA No longer will Allentown be known solely as the title of a
Billy Joel song or the home of Alpo dog
food.
For the broadcasting industry, at least,
the city now is prominent as the site of
testing to explore ways to defeat multipath interference, judged as the foremost technical problem shared by FM
stations nationwide.
In an unusual show of cooperation,
broadcasters and representatives of
transmitter and car receiver manufacturers joined together here, using the facilities of WAEB AM/FM for four days beginning 29 July to document practical,
on-site data on overcoming multipath
Three distinct facets
Ispent the first day with the team, observing players from three distinct facets
of the broadcasting industry, including
staff from General Motors, Delco Elec-

tronics, Ford Audio and Continental
Electronics.
Harry Simons, one of the primary initiators of the project and CE at WAEB,
characterized the variety of participants.
"We've all got different backgrounds,
different industries and different motives
for being here. That's the catalyst. Each
of us has aparticular discipline that can
be applied to understanding why FM
receivers pick up the signals that they
do."
How exactly do a group of technical
reps of various interests in the broadcast
and consumer electronics field combine
their efforts to get the massive project off
the ground? Iwas about to find out.
A day of preparation
The day begins at 9:55 AM. When I
join the group, the 11 men involved in
the testing are just shaking hands and,
for some, introducing themselves.
One prominent presence is Ted
(continued on page 8)

• New world standard FX 50 Exciter.
II Guaranteed 85 dB S/N.
• Built-in synchronous AM noise test facility.
• Patented folded half-wave coaxial cavity
eliminates plate blocking capacitor and sliding
contacts.
• Self Contained solid state broadband IPA in
slide out drawer.

• Emergency 250 watt RF patching.
la Automatic power control that maintains
constant output power with proportional VSWR
foldback protection.
• Optional microprocessor video display system
(MVDS) with diagnostics.
IIII Optional PC Remote Control from MVDS.
With typical performance specifications of 0.02%
IMD and 0.01% THD and guaranteed 85 dB FM
S/N your listeners will hear the difference from a
new FM 3.5B.
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FCC Nominees Get Nod
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC FCC nominees Alfred Sikes, Sherrie Marshall and Andrew Barrett were
confirmed by the Senate for
FCC posts 4August, the day before Congress adjourned until
after Labor Day.
The late evening vote
squashed speculation that confirmations would be delayed after an informal hold was placed
on aSenate vote following nominee hearings 31 July.

In the hearing, the three
nominees were questioned by
the Senate Commerce, Science
and Transportation Committee
for 21
/ hours on issues ranging
2
from the Fairness Doctrine to indecency.
According to Rebecca Kojm, a
staff member with the committee, Barrett rose the dander of
some members of the committee when he said that aprimary
reason for the prominence of
indecent programming on television is because there is amar-

ket for indecency and violence.
He added that most programming on domestic television is
"extremely disgusting!'
In spite of the controversy, the
committee voted 1August 15-2
in favor of the nominees. Sens.
Albert Gore ( D-TN) and J.D.
Rockefeller IV ( D-WV) dissented.
On 2 August, committee
chairman Sen. Ernest Hollings
(D-SC) contacted Senate offices
with arecommendation that the
item be confirmed, however, an

unnamed Democratic senator
voiced disapproval, placing an
informal hold on the proceedings, Kojm said.
When Hollings investigated
the disapproval, no senator
came forward as disapproving
and the nominee confirmation
proceeded to the Senate floor.
Unanimous approval was
passed late in the evening of
August 4.
Meanwhile, FCC Mass Media
Chief Alex Felker and Chief of
Staff Peter Pitsch have announced their resignations as
expected, according to the FCC.
Chairman Sikes is expected to
bring in his own staff. No dates
of departure have been set.

We Re- invented the Wheel
AND IT'S SQUARE!
Naturally, with all of Wheatstone's experience at building and interfacing consoles, it
was inevitable that we would take on the
design and manufacture of suitable furniture
for our audio installations. First we listened
to engineers and their requests, then we went
to work. The result is asignificant improvement over previous designs.
Consider the advantages of double-sided
equipment cabinets with fully interchangeable
door panels, with each side able to accommodate 19 inches of rackmount equipment.
Consider the convenience of hinged twin dropdown punchblock panels for easy installation
and maintenance. Consider the advantage of
hard chrome plated steel mounting rails that
eliminate the stripping problems associated
with lesser aluminum designs. Simply consider the strength we've achieved with full
inch and a half thick side panels and hybrid
inch and ahalf thick countertops.

We have reinvented cabinet technology.
We've wedded the latest precision NC metal
componentry to hybrid plywood/high density,
high resin pressure-laminated substrates.
Our construction and bonding techniques have
been optimized to eliminate stress related
laminate problems. We've handled wire management:
there are generous pathways
between each enclosure, as well as an integral
channel punchblock housing under the console
counter to keep everything neat, concealed
and away from unauthorized hands. And,
since cabinet faces can accept either
equipment or door panels, systems can easily
be configured to fit virtually any room. Doors
can even be placed on cabinets intended for
future electronics installation.
This cabinetry is very clever, unbelievably
strong, and ( of course) square--precisely. It
has that Wheatstone major market look. So
contact Wheatstone for furniture, consoles, or
prewires.

And amid a standing roomonly crowd, FCC Chairman
Dennis Patrick bid farewell at
his final Commission meeting 2
August.
Patrick told the audience and
his fellow Commissioners that
while his departure was an exciting occasion, he met it with
mixed emotions.
His future plans remain uncertain.

Niws BRIE I'S
No Action on FM
DAs Until Fall
Washington DC An FCC
spokesman said no action is expected on petitions for reconsideration against the use of FM
directional antennas in shortspace situtations until early fall.
Action apparently is being
delayed until new commissioners are appointed.
The issue is under docket MM
87-121.
NAB Makes
Appointments
Washington DC Douglas Williams, president and GM,
KWOX-FM, Woodward, OK,
was appointed to the NAB Radio Board of Directors.
Williams
succeeds
Don
Chaney, president, Broadcasters
Unlimited Inc., Tyler, TX, who
resigned for medical reasons.
Williams will complete Chaney's
term that ends in June 1991.
Also at NAB, Rick Dobson has
been named VP, exhibits and associate membership.
Dobson joined NAB in 1987 as
director of exhibits to start up an
in-house exhibit office. He oversees the sales and operations of
the equipment exhibits at the association's annual spring convention and the fall radio
convention. Dobson also is
responsible for all NAB associate membership activities.

Symetrix: Ear Candy
and More
by Ty Ford
18
Assessing Personality
Profiles
by John Cummuta
20
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SBE Cuts Exhibit Hours by Half
Exhibitors Question
Usefulness of Reduced
Trade Show Schedule
by John Gatski
Kansas City MO Having faced apoor
turnout at the 1988 Society of Broadcast
Engineers convention in Denver, exhibitors are none too happy about losing half
of their exhibit hours at the 1989 show
in Kansas City, 5-8 October.
The 20 hours of exhibit time that was
spread out over Friday, Saturday and
Sunday in 1988 is cut back to 10 hours
over Friday and Saturday for 1989.
According to show organizers, Sunday
exhibit hours (9AM to noon) were eliminated because of lackluster floor traffic
on the final day last year. The Friday and
Saturday hours are scaled back from 10
AM-7PM to 10 AM-3 PM.
Defending the decision
SBE defended the fewer exhibit hours
on Friday and Saturday and pointed out
there will be no technical sessions scheduled during that time.
"There won't be aproblem. They (the
hours) were set up on the basis of an exhibitor survey," after the 1988 show, SBE
VP Bob Van Buhler said.
Several manufacturers, however, are
not so sure the new hours will be cost

effective for them. Although some
agreed that Sunday may have been
wasted time for exhibitors in most cases,
they are worried about the much shorter
hours on Friday and Saturday.
Exhibitors were notified about the time
reduction in aletter from show organizer
Eddie Barker and Associates in February,
several months after exhibitors committed to the show.
Many admitted they disregarded the
letter until recently when they received
their registration packets and detailed
schedules.
"Yes, it bothers us a bit," Circuit Research Labs (CRL) Radio/TV Marketing
Manager Bill Ammons said. "It's going
to make it tighter, as far as the number
of people we are going to see. I'm alittle worried."
Keep Sunday hours
QEI Chief Operating Officer Bill Hoelzel also does not agree with the decision
to trim the hours from the Friday and
Saturday schedule and eliminate Sunday.
He said the Sunday hours actually
were profitable for his transmitter sales,
and although 7PM may be alittle long
for the other days, cutting the hours back
to 3 PM is too drastic.
"I would like to see it go to 5PM," he
said.
Hoelzel said he chose the SBE show

Digital Today

over the NAB's Radio '89 show because
of its (lower) rates and its engineering
emphasis.
"I would have liked to have known
about the time changes back in the fall,"
he said, when he was deliberating which
1989 shows to attend.

"We would like
to have those
hours back."
Now, it will be a "wait-and-see thing"
to see if the decision is the right one,
Hoelzel added.
Pacific Recorders & Engineering Sales
Manager Anders Madsen said maybe
the change will work out for the best, but
he is not overly confident.
"I can appreciate the fact that the times
were changed not to conflict with the
technical sessions ... but historically
they didn't interfere that much," he said.
"We would like to have those hours
back," he added.
Gentner Electronics Broadcast Market-

ing and Sales Director Gary Crowder
said the exhibit hours should run to 6
PM.
He noted, however, the decision not
to schedule technical sessions during the
exhibit hours may succeed in bringing a
few more people into the exhibit hall.
Crucial year
Several companies said the 1989 SBE
national show, which is in its fourth year,
may be the pivotal year in whether the
show will succeed or not.
Last year, there was general disappointment in the low attendance, which
was attributed to switching locations
from the Midwest to Denver. Over the
next five years, the show is set for several
cities in the Midwest and the East.
Show organizer Eddie Barker, president of Eddie Barker and Associates,
said the shortened hours will not reduce
the quality time for exhibitors at the
Kansas City show.
"They (exhibit hours) will be very concentrated, straight exhibit hours without
anything running up against it," Barker
said.
For information on the show contact
Eddie Barker and Associates at 214-7201335 or SBE at 317-842-0836.
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Series 5400C
Triple Deck
•Non-repeat Lockout
•Advanced Electronics
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Now you have no
excuse for analog
field recordings.
Weighing less than five
pounds, the Sony TCD-D10
PRO boasts both the incredible
audio performance of DAT and a
remarkably rugged transport. Mic/line

• New Larger Solenoid
• Torodial Power Transformer
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Bradley and Sony pack the TCD-D10 PRO with two rechargable battery
packs and arecharger, an AC power supply, apistol-grip type remote
control, and ahost of other accessories.
For less than the price of open reel analog, your Bradley professional can
deliver digital to you today.
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• New Phase Lok VHead Block
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inputs are balanced XLR and features include amulti-function LCD
display, monitor speaker, mic limiter, and digital inputs and outputs.

8101 Cessna Avenue
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879-4177

• Improved Cartridge Guidance
System

The 5400C cartridge machine from
Broadcast Electronics establishes a
new standard of triple deck performance.
Frequence response is ± 2dB, 40 Hz to 16 kHz
New
Phase Lok V
and stereo S/N is better than 56 dB. Operation is
Head Block
cool and quiet as the result of anew, larger air-damped
solenoid and torodial power transformer An optional Record
Amplifier provides convenient record capability on the bottom deck.
This Series 5400C is the new three deck performance leader
Order now from your Broadcast Electronics representative.
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Loud, Clean, Clipped or What?
by Judith Gross
Falls Church VA Listeners in the City
of Angels are sending aclear message
to FM stations. According to Birch, Westwood One's Pirate Radio, KLQZ, has
shot up to #2.
Okay, Arbitron has them at #5, but the
message is the same: somebody out
there likes the renegade sound.
From the point of view of those concerned about the overuse of processing
to get "that" sound, be it loud, full or
whatever, the ratings pose some interesting dilemmas.
Iremember the same phenomenon,
from the point of view of alistener rather
than aparticipant, back in the Big Apple several years back.
The inimitable Scott Shannon had the
reins of the then fledgling Z-100 (WHTZ)
firmly in hand.
See, they were the new kids on the
block, competing with such legendary
powerhouses as the ABC-owned WPLJ
and the much loved WNEW-FM, also
the "Apple"—then WAPP—now WQHT,
Ithink, or something, since the massive
switcheroo that took place on the dial
last year.
Anyway, Ican recall the formula. The
music was new, okay, but it was that

sound. That sound. Whenever you
switched to the station, you knew it was
the Z. Didn't know at the time (although
Ithink Ido now) what the heck it was
they were using, but it was louder or
more distinct than the other toys in use
in the market.
Iremember finding it hard to listen to.
(I'm still convinced your ears can take

less of that stuff as you age, or ripen, or
whatever.) But I also remember my
younger colleagues loved it. So did alot
of other Noo Yawkers. Result: ratings
success for Z-100, asuccess which continues today.
So now Mr. Shannon takes control of
Pirate Radio in L.A., and history shows
every sign of repeating itself.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch the debate rages over whether processing,
clipping and the like helps or hurts a
station in the only way that really
counts: ratings.
The only thing that's clear is that
everyone becomes very vocal when
technical interests and business interests
collide.
Most engineers want their stations to
have the best, cleanest quality signal
possible.
To some, that means backing off the
processing, while others tell me they are

clean and loud and legal and still use
clipping—at least some clipping. And
there are new filters out there that let
you crank up the processor and still
sound clean.
And then there's Modulation Sciences
FM ModMinder, which says you can
back off the processing and still sound
loud.
No easy answers for now. But what
isn't hard to figure out is that no station
wants anyone actually telling them what
they can or can't use. As long as they stay
within the rules.
So what do you think, clipping or no,
loud or what? Where is the road to creative processing leading us? Let me hear
from you ...

Allentown, in Pennsylvania's Lehigh
Valley, is a good choice for multipath
tests. It's nice to see consumer electronics manufacturers and radio engineers
getting together to solve a persistent

problem.
The tests are at WAEB, and chief engineer Harry Simons got Radiotechnique's Ted Schober, Ford's Sly Parambo
and Rick Zerod, Delco's Jim Gotshall
and Dick Kennedy, CRB's Dave Mackenzie, Air System's Ralph Chambers

few insomniacs back east called in to
chat about things technical and some
not-so-technical.
Biggest beef is that there aren't enough
jobs that pay engineers enough to live
on. Also that the financial interests in
control of station sales are at times bleed-

and Tom Becker et al together for a
group shot near the tower.
Okay, so one of the test sites is in a
place where not too many folks listen,
(it's in acemetery), but the other sites,
including this scenic stretch of highway,
plus the readings from the air, should
provide some valuable info to the NRSC
about what might be done.
They'll be defining multipath first,
looking at SCAs later, and alot of vendors and experts have volunteered time
and gear for the effort.
During the bus tour of the sites, Harry
and gang decided some last minute
widgets were needed and hopped out at
the local Radio Shack.
It was like afree for all on shopping
day with first one engineer then another,
then a third remembering "a thing or
two" he needed at the "shack." Gee—
can't take you guys anywhere.
We'll keep you posted on the tests ...

ing the technical budgets dry in the
whirlwind of wheeling and dealing.
Tom was interested in the efforts afoot
to help AM radio, and amazed that AM
stereo is still embroiled in a standards
war after all these years (he's not alone).
Nice to see that radio is interesting to
those outside the industry, and agood
subject for a radio talk show. Thanks,
Tom, for the chance to get back on the
other side of the mic. (Anybody got an
opening for apart-time voice? With experience?) And the Sip 'N' Bite was a
good down-home choice for an early
breakfast ...
Whenever I get an envelope from
KKGO-FM in Los Angeles, I always
sniff it before opening. That's the only
way Ican tell if the jazz station is again
sponsoring the West Hollywood Garlic
Festival.
An envelope with adistinct air about
it arrived the other day. Inside was the
announcement and the prerequisite
pieces of—what else?—garlic.
Not complaining, now, after all, it's
great on pizza and all that. But I'm wondering, KKGO, if you couldn't start
sponsoring achocolate festival instead?
Heard something interesting? Spill your
guts to Earwaves. Write PO Box 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041, or call me at 703-9987600. Best tidbit of the month wins acoveted
1989 edition Radio World mug.

It was great to be back on the radio
again.
Tom Dantoni, who has agig with the
American Radio Network invited IG
and Radio World up to Flite 3studios in
Baltimore for his late night (early morning?) talk show acoupla weeks back. The
subject? Radio, of course.
Callers from the midwest and even a

Simply Pu t•••
Media Touch Systems has brought you the ultimate simplicity in On Air Studio Control.
Along with apaperless environment, Media Touch simplifies the situation even further...
"The Tapeless Studio Environment" — DAMS*
It provides for automatic change over to
the "mirror" drive on "hot standby"
when adisk failure is detected by the
system's own built in logic.
The ability of DAMS to be able to support simultaneous playback and recording is akey feature of the system. There
are no restrictions on this facility
Circle 71 On Reader Service Card

— users can access material even if it is
on the same disk. No system down time
is required to load new material, or edit
the existing play list.
Visit us at Radio 89,
booth 545
Media Touch Systems
50 Northwestern Drive
Salem, NH 03079
800-321-5104
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DAMS is available in various system
capabilities all of which are configured
in stereo with full 15KHz bandwidth.
Capacities of 180, 270, 450 and 540
minutes, with or without automatic
memory back up, are normally available.
The memory redundancy feature duplicates every drive in the primary system.
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Montoya Speaks For
Stronger SBE Future
by Paul Montoya
Denver CO The Society of Broadcast
Engineers celebrates its 25th anniversary
this year and as members Ifeel we have
to reevaluate what we are all about.
Where do we expect our organization
to be twenty-five years from now? What
role will we take in seeing to our expectations? What should be our primary
purpose as a professional society?
Iwas dragged to my first SBE meeting
13 years ago by my then chief engineer
of the radio station Iwas working for
here in Denver.

EGUEST
EDITORIAL
My first fear in going to this meeting
was one of intimidation. Here Iwas, a
green two-year broadcast assistant (2nd
assistant at that!), going to ameeting of
the minds. Some of these engineers locally had been in broadcasting for over
twenty-five years. One of them was even
afounding member of SBE.
Iwondered, "Would they catch on that
I knew very little about my craft?"
"Would Isay something to embarrass me
or my boss?"
Isà t near the back of the room just
listening and not daring to say aword
regarding broadcast engineering. To my
surprise Ifound most engineers listening and learning rather than pontificating. Even the older, seasoned engineers
seemed to be learning through listening
to the stories, horrors and triumphs that
different engineers had to share.
Iwas never made to feel an outcast because Ididn't have aresume longer than
my left arm or Iwasn't wearing atie. This
was a mix of engineers just sharing
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many different ideas.
Sometimes within the SBE Ithink we
tend to forget that the primary function
of this group is education.
Sure it's nice if we can lobby or influence or further the positive perception
of the broadcast engineer. But we must
also remember the primary function of
the SBE is, as the bylaws of the Society
state, "the diffusion and increase of
operational and scientific knowledge in
broadcast engineering ... ".
Ifeel that many members see the SBE
as aselect group. Many members see us
as aprotection group for broadcast engineers. Ihope we don't turn into any
of these, but rather continue to keep
mindful that we are agroup dedicated
to the working engineer.
God only knows that there are few
outside resources for the broadcast engineer to utilize in furthering his or her
knowledge of this business.
The next few years within the SBE will
be fun to watch as we continue to nurture our fall convention into ashow that
will be an education "must" for the engineer.
It will be interesting to see our certification program continue to show the
non-technical broadcast community who
the engineers of worth really are. Ilook
forward to actively participating in this
growth as we make hard decisions as to
our future.
We are now agroup of over 5000 members yet have little administrative structure to our organization. This may not
always be bad, after all Iam an advocate
of smaller government.
But with agroup of this size and if we
are to be responsive to the needs of the
members, we must have people to handle the execution.
We presently have an all voluntary
board carrying most of the work load, (or
in some cases not doing much of anything) while trying to maintain aworking wage to feed the family. We have a
convention director who is expected to
maintain his regular job and still produce
a national convention.
We have two full-time staff members
who maintain the membership, working
with dues collections and handling applications and certification paperwork,
but have little time outside of this for developing the Society.
We must consider and hopefully take
action as to handling the day-to-day
business and continuing the growth of
the Society. Growth not only in member
count, but what we can further do to
strengthen the management of the organization as we increase broadcast engineering knowledge. By not doing
these things we are not being responsive
to the memberships needs.
Finally, I hope that all of us now
chief engineers will continue to drag
those green, inexperienced engineers
to their first chapter meetings. Some
future old-time broadcast engineer will
thank you.
Paul Montoya is Chief Engineer of KXXL
AM-FM/Denver, a member of the SBE
hoard, and currently running for SBE president. He can be reached at 303-832-5665.
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For the first time in along time, the SBE membership is faced with adear
choice in leadership as ballots for president of the organization arrive in the
mail.
Voting members will see not one, but two candidates for president: one
nominated by the current board and another emerging from agrass roots effort.
It's acrucial time for the SBE. With the numbers of new engineers being
attracted to the radio broadcast field on the decline and the ranks among current station engineers diminishing through cost-cutting measures, strong
leadership is needed.
The organization's national convention, threatened by poor turnout last year
and by continuing changes in
venue, is also at acritical crossroad.
Effective leadership is needed as
well in two other important areas.
Education and the exchange of
ideas, which is the reason the SBE
first came into existence, should be
apriority with whomever takes over
the helm of the organization.
And now more than ever is the time for the SBE to take some decisive action toward a national director and central management.
Voting for new leadership gives every SBE member a say in how to solve
today's problems while building a more prosperous future.
In light of the pressing concerns of achanging broadcast engineering scene,
it's the right time for the SBE membership to undertake some careful selfscrutiny and decide exactly what they want to be and what roads they will
embark upon.
The decisions made today will decide how the organization, and the entire
broadcast engineering profession, will be viewed in the future, and how effective an industry force they become.

A Crucial
Crossroad

Send comments

to: Readers' Forum, Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041
or MCI Mailbox #302-7776; or call 800-336-3045.

Comments on closed meeting
Dear RW:
Regarding your article and column (26
July RW) on an NAB-EIA meeting to discuss the possibility of aservice mark for
marketing improved AM- FM radio
receivers, Ihave five comments:
1) It's no surprise to radio broadcasters
that NAB and the EIA are holding service mark discussions. See the April 3and
June 16 issues of RadioWeek;
2) The broadcasters who attended the
meeting had received input in advance
from awide variety of other radio broadcasters, including 20 who attended NAB's
AM Improvement Retreat this spring, at
which EIA was also represented. The
NAB Radio Board, which is elected to
represent members, discussed the service mark and the meeting with EIA in
June. On the day that meeting ended,
each board member received asummary
of their discussions, including the service mark, for use in reporting to his or her
broadcaster constituency. The same summary was also distributed to the broadcasting trade press that day;
3) There is aspecific reason why the
NAB-EIA meeting was closed to the media. One of the basic rules of brainstorming is that no idea is too wild. Sometimes
"ridiculous" ideas can spawn useful
ones. However, when participants know
whatever wild ideas they suggest will be
reported and editorialized upon, they are
inhibited. That inhibition destroys the
very purpose of the meeting;
4) Although you were not allowed to sit
in on the meeting for the reason just
stated, NAB helped you by providing a
list of the names and phone numbers of
all participants, so that you could interview as many as you wished afterward;

5) Since the issue of the closed meeting
appears to be very important to you and
because we have had previous conversations on other matters, Ifind it strange
that you did not phone me on the morning of the meeting—or ever—to complain
about or discuss the matter. Ihad to call
you.
Walter Wurfel, Senior VP Public Affairs
and Communications
NAB
Washington DC
Demand for IC durability
Dear RW:
In regards to the 12 July Sprague IC stereo decoder article ("Hot Smashing Triggers Blending"), these chips would appear to be half-baked defective designs if
they can't handle all possible legal FM audio processing setups.
In highly competitive radio markets,
engineers will be making endless efforts
to "trick up" the audio presentation. The
FM receiver OEMs who buy the new
Sprague ICs will have to be assured that
they have sufficient design margins to accommodate real conditions in the marketplace; otherwise their receiver
products will confront a spray of Consumer Reports black circles and unhappy
end users (who will notice that the new
radios don't sound right on the most
popular hit music stations).
Jim Duncan, CE
KWSS-FM
San Jose, CA

Next Issue RW

September 6

PJ\e)
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Believe It or Doti if
This studio was installed and
operational within 5hours of its arrival.

HOW?
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*You'd better believe it—but only Allied can do it!
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VA Ms Go to Satellite Simulcast
by John Gatski
Petersburg VA Question: What does
management of radio station A do when
station B's signal overlaps its signal in a
similar coverage area on the same frequency?
Answer: Station A buys station Band
spends money to simulcast both stations
via satellite.
In this case, station A happens to be
Petersburg, VA-based WPLZ-FM (99.3),
which purchased WYND-FM, a 3 kW
light jazz station in Spotsylvania Courthouse, VA, in March and began transmitting a simulcast signal relayed by
Westar IV satellite.
WYND is now WPLC and both stations
broadcast WPLZ's urban contemporary
format. The simulcast began 1July.
"We are the only ones doing satellite
on this small of ascaler WPLZ/WPLC
CE Jimmy Stewart said.
A unique setup
WPLZ/WPLC is the only station in the
country that is simulcasting via satellite
on the same frequency, according to the
NAB.
"It's a Class A station that has the
range of aClass C station;' said Glenn
Mahone, president of Paco-Jon Broadcasting Inc., which owns the stations.
He said the simulcast transmits aclear
signal for 120 miles, reaching as far north
as Quantico, VA, about 30 miles south
of Washington, DC, and as far south as
the North Carolina border.
"We have to use aroad map (to define
our coverage area)," Stewart said jokingly.
Mahone said he began thinking about
buying WYND and simulcasting almost
as soon as it went on the air in March
1988 and began causing signal problems
for WPLZ.
WYND created an overlap problem
along a20 mile area near Richmond, VA.
WPLZ is about 35 miles southwest of

Richmond while WPLC (WYND) is
about 40 miles northeast of Richmond.
When they were separate stations, FM
receivers in the problem area often had
difficulty staying with the desired signal.

A worthy investment
WPLZ decided that it would be worth
the money to buy the other station and
simulcast the signal. In addition to solving a signal conflict, simulcasting
presented achance to increase the station's listener and economic base.
Paco-Jon Broadcasting sealed the deal
on WYND for $1.2 million in September
1988 and took it over in March. The sta-

sive because the towns are in different
phone company zones, Mahone said.
Stewart said the simulcast system is
not terribly complicated, consisting of
two 3.5 meter Prodelin dishes and a
telephone-to-satellite uplink to the Capitol Radio News Network satellite transmitter in Richmond.

"We have to use a
road map (
to define
our coverage area)."
WPLZ's programming signal is fed
over the phone line to the Capitol News
Network dish, which beams the signal
to Westar IV. Westar IV then beams the
signal to both station dishes, which are
connected straight to the transmitters.
WPLZ uses aContinental transmitter
while WPLC is equipped with aHarris
transmitter.

tion was taken off the air until the conversion was completed.
The station decided on the satellite relay method because of the distance between the two transmitters, Mahone
said.
Although simulcasting by satellite is
expensive—aprice tag Mahone declined
to reveal—he said it is less expensive
than adirect phone link or amicrowave
link.
A microwave simulcast required an expensive relay somewhere between the
two stations and aphone link all the way
to Spotsylvania Courthouse was expen-

cUanguatd iÇCtM

Broadcast Audio
Consoles

Extended coverage
The result is amuch-extended coverage area for WPLZ and a14 mile signal
overlap reduction, down from 20,
Stewart noted.
When driving within the remaining six
miles of overlap area, "you never lose
your stereo pilot, but it (acar receiver)
switches back and forth between the two
signals!' Stewart said.
He noted, however, that even in the
narrow overlap area, the signal switching is less noticeable because the programming is the same.
Stewart also has noticed a slight RF
buzz at certain locations, but said he believes it is caused by WPLZ's AM transmitter. When it is turned off, the noise
disappears, he added.
The station is considering a synchronous transmitter system to totally
eliminate signal overlap, but Mahone is

Performance, Value and
Reliability through
Innovative Technology
•Raised, tactile feel, lighted membrane
switch panel-digitally SC2!.ned
•12 stereo inputs plus optional expander
•VCA controls, rotary and linear
•Analog and fluorescent meters
•Modular, plug in electronics
•Easy punch block installation
•Effective RF protection

BC8DS
8 Mixer
Dual Stereo
°nIY

$3,195

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044 • ( 215) 443 -0330
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not sure it is worth the money to get rid
of a six mile sliver of problem area.
Overall, Mahone said he believes the
station made a wise investment in the
simulcast system because it cleaned up
asignal problem, doubled the coverage
area and also allowed alarger advertising base.
He said it meets all FCC guidelines including serving the public interest of the
communities in which stations are located.
"We are blazing new ground," Mahone
said. "It is aunique situation!'
For information, contact Glenn Mahone or Jimmy Stewart at 804-733-4567.
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Multipath Tests Draw Engineers
the miniscule transmitter building to
scan Simons' set-up. Then, with little
discussion, each man begins pursuing
his own quest within the multipath mission.
Schober wastes no time in beginning
to install an ACM1box from Radio Design Labs, which reads AM incidental
noise.
Simons and Mackenzie tried in vain to
repair the station's Electro Impulse
water-cooled dummy load, first changing a resistor, then checking a tefloncoated tube for leaks. Within an hour,
the pair had taken the piece apart, put
it back together, and it still wouldn't

(continued from page 1)

Schober of Radiotechniques, a recognized expert on multipath and its effects,
who, like the others, volunteered his
time for the project.
Other participants include Barry Koch
from General Motors; Tom Cornell, Jim
Gotshall and Dick Kennedy from Delco
Systems; and Rick Zerod and Sly
Porambo from Ford Audio.
Ken Branton is representing Continental Electronics; with Ralph Chambers
and Tom Becker from Air Systems Technologies, a Miami company that's
designed a computer program able to
measure and draw a station's signal

WHAT
MAKES
AUDIOPAK
THE CART
YOU CAN
COUNT
ON?

"CONSISTENCY. We've
been using AA-4s for five years,
and have had nothing but success with them. They've been
very good to us."
Skip Voros, C.E.
WMVP/WLUM, Milwaukee, WI
Only one cart meets every
demand broadcasters place
on it: Audiopak. To find out
why, call ( 800) 522- CART.

See us at
Radio 89
Booth 449

within athree-mile radius in real time—
from aplane.
Dave Mackenzie, CE at WJRB in Wilmington, DE, is present on behalf of
CRB Broadcasting, which also owns
WAEB. The company generously agreed
to donate the station's facilities, as well
as Simons' time, to the project.
At 10:15 AM we divide up between
Delco's test van, Schober's van and avan
rented for the bulk of us (complete with
driver Mary Ellen, a full-time high
school bus driver) and follow Simons 12
miles to the station's transmitter and antenna site.
Four testing phases are planned over
six months. The first phase, which bework.
gan the weekend we gathered in AllenBecker with Air Systems Technologies
town, focused on taking measurements
evaluates WAEB's antenna formation,
in anumber of specific locations within
even climbing a third of the way up
the WAEB listening area.
to check whether the paint on the
The results will be submitted to the
tower was affecting its grounding. He
National Radio Systems Committee
then draws an intricate diagram, noting
(NRSC), in hopes of providing manufacany changes in the antenna set-up
turers with information to build better
he thinks might make the testing
equipment.
more universal.
Judging the ups and downs, twists
and turns of the traveling we did in a
The Red Cross
day, Ican vouch for the statement that
12:45 PM ... Leaving Schober with
Allentown, with its mountainous termore preparation at the transmitter site,
rain, is among the worst multipath
some of us head for the " Red Cross" of
regions in the country.
radio engineering—Radio Shack— for a
When we arrive at the antenna site at
host of equipment, including BNC con11, the 12 of us take turns squeezing in

214-388:58M
Service 24 hours aday

This number is your link to the service experts at
Continental Electronics where the number one
priority is keeping you on the air. Our commitment
includes:
al Telephone assistance 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year;
IN Field service engineers skilled at
troubleshooting;
II Critical parts orders shipped the same day;
• Technical training for all Continental
transmitters available;
al No charge for telephone assistance.
For parts orders call 214-388-3737. Our job is to
keep you transmitting.

varian®
P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester, VA 22601
Tel (800) 522-CART or
(703) 667-8125 • Fax ( 703) 667-6379

continental electronics dil'/ision
P.0 Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Telephone: 214-381-7161 Fax: 214-381-4949

WAEB's signal was measured and drawn in
real time from a plane.

nectors, adapters, coils, project boxes
and diodes.
The Delco folks and Continental's
Branton, meanwhile, are working on
connecting the equipment in the test
van, and we end up crossing paths with
them at Radio Shack as they buy adapters and wire. Branton buys the parts to
build acircuit on-site that will allow the
group to pulse the transmitter.
1:05 PM ... Simons leads us in the
van to see each of the four sites where
testing will ensue. They were chosen by
Simons because each characterizes
noticeable multipath within WAEB's
listening area.

The first, however, isn't likely to draw
alot of complaints from listeners: it's in
acemetery.
When ready for testing later in the
weekend, the Delco test van will drive
through astrip on premises at 5MPH,
measuring with spectrum analyzers,
chart recorders, distortion analyzers,
field intensity meters and multipath
analyzers.
We next stop by a site set low in
the region's Lehigh Valley and shielded
on one side by the Blue Ridge Mountains. The simple loop of paved road
off of the road is the most palpable
of the sites, Simons explains, because
it allows the truck to circle continuously,
which is essential for consistent test
data.
That won't be as easily accomplished
on the remaining two test spots. One
heads three blocks from 10th Street to
7th Street through the center of downtown Allentown. The other makes aline
through the parking lot of Parkway
Shopping Center.
For these two sites, Simons secured
permission from the Allentown mayor's
office and police department to have the
areas roped off for uninterrupted testing.
For each, apolice escort will accompany
the test van.
(continued on next page)
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FCC Cracks Down On Tower Light Violations
by John Gatski
San Francisco CA Making good
on its "get-tough" policy for broadcasters without operational tower
lights, the FCC has fined KIQI-AM
$8000 for violating tower light requirements and $1000 for possible falsification of records.
KIQI-AM is a25 kW Spanish format

station located in the flight path of Oakland International Airport and the Navy
base at Alameda. It was notified of the
violation in May after San Francisco FCC
inspectors saw the station's three directional towers operating without the required flashing beacons.
The inspectors also found that the inspection log indicated that despite the
non-working beams, station personnel

FM Testing

Questionable log
Because daily inspections imply that
the lights are properly functioning, inspectors suspected possible falsification
of the log, FCC officials said.
The FCC has not yet determined
whether the inaccurate log was filled out

The evolution of remote broadcasting has long been plagued
with amissing link, the link
between site and studio. 'liying to
get high fidelity audio over a
standard telephone line has been
alittle like nailing jello to atee.
But now the missing link is history.
Digital Frequency Extension,
the New Generation.
Relying on the predictable quality
of advanced signal processing
technology, our EFT-3000 3-Line
Digital Frequency Extender will
give you the great remote sound
you want. In fact, frequency
response of 50Hz to 7.5kHz over
three standard (dial-up) telephone lines.

listeners the audio quality you
deserve, the EFT-3000 can be
set-up quickly by just one person.
Once you've plugged-in and
established the lines, all you do
is punch asingle button. In about
ten seconds the EFT-3000 takes
care of line equalization, group
time delay and line level
adjustments.
With auto-dialing, automatic
answer and automatic encode/

A Giant Leap
take readings. They mention that they
have another eight hours of work before
they're done for the day.
5PM ... By now, the team has pretty
well split up into factions. Delco, Ford
and Continental's reps, along with
Mackenzie, are working to set up the test
equipment for tomorrow's initial measurements. Simons is headed back to the
transmitter to meet with Schober.
The day has been active, despite few
tangible results. Still, here in a forum
aimed at improving FM reception for
everyone, arare teamwork between diverse parties who often talk but seldom
agree, has had its debut.

intentionally or not.
KIQI President and GM Rene De La
Rosa said he has filed denial of charges
with the FCC because the station has
not been in violation of any rules.
San Francisco FCC field office engineer S. Marti-Volkoff said the lights
on KIQI's 206' towers are critical to
safe aircraft navigation.
(continued on page 15)

MISSING

(continued from previous page)
3:25 PM ... At the studios. I've never
seen aCE's office look so plush. Or so
orderly.
Simons explains that the station has
just expanded its building and with it,

remodeled the studios and offices.
Simons calls the transmitter site, looking for Schober, but he apparently is at
one of the test sites. Air System Technology's Chambers and Becker study Simon's topography maps of the area to
plan their flight pattern for testing
tomorrow.
The pair then heads for the airport to
begin hooking up the gear necessary to

had logged in daily visual inspections of
the tower lights.

for Broadcasting.
In addition to
giving you and your

decode, set-up and operation
are...you guessed it- automatic.
And built-in microphone and
headset amplifiers and front
panel Touch-Tone ® pad eliminate
the need to drag extra gear to
the remote site.
Survival of the Fittest.
To survive the rigors of field
production and get high fidelity
sound back to the studio, you
need the EFT-3000. But, hearing
is believing, so we have ademo
tape you've got to hear. To get
your copy and find out more
about the EFT-3000 and our entire
line of frequency extenders, just
contact your local Gentner distributor or give us
acall. Remember,
we're the ones who
made the missing
link ashadow of
the past.

GENITNIER
TELEPHONE PRODUCTS

1825 Research Way • Salt Lake City, UT 84119 • ( 801) 975-7200 • FAX ( 801) 977-0087
01989-Gentner Electronics Corporation
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Clipping Controversy Heats Up
(continued from page 1)
ginning of August, neither Small nor
questioning areas of solicitation, indusFoti, nor Jim Somich of Somich Entry notification and adherence to EIA Legineering, another vendor of acomposgal Guides, which place a burden of ite clipper, had been contacted by NAB.
notification on the trade association
Salek said he was waiting until the
when it engages in standards-setting acnext meeting of the working group could
tivities.
be scheduled, ameeting difficult to set
The NRSC FM working group on comup because of repeated conflicts during
posite spectrum occupancy was unaware
the summer.
The paper was available at the full
the paper would be submitted until a
meeting 5April in St. Louis, said NAB
NRSC meeting 27 April during the NAB
Staff Engineer Stan Salek, NRSC coordinator.
Working group chairman Ed Anthony
"Not all composite
of Broadcast Electronics also said he did
not know the paper was going to be subclipping is bad."
mitted until he arrived for the meeting.
No promises made
Adams said he asked Salek, aformer
CRL employee before joining NAB last
year, and Anthony if the working group
would be interested in a paper but he
never committed to the project. He said
he wrote the paper several days before
the meeting, during which he submitted it.
Anthony said that when the paper
was submitted in April he initiated action to have manufacturers and engineers involved with clippers contacted,
specifically Small at Modulation
Sciences and Frank Foti of Cutting Edge
Technologies, Cleveland, OH.
However, when questioned at the be-

convention in Las Vegas. In addition, it
has been quoted in another trade publication in an article on processing.
NAB Science and Technology VP
Michael Rau said the paper was distributed no differently than papers in the
past. He said the letter to EIA was the
first he'd heard of any questions about
the paper and questioned why Small
had not called him.
No problem seen
Anthony said he did not believe there
was aproblem with circulating the paper, which is identified as a "proposal"
to the FM subgroup, to NRSC members
and interested parties.

Anthony, however, noted that he did
not believe it would be appropriate for
CRL to distribute the paper.
Salek said he did not know whether
the NRSC or CRL had the papers copied
for circulation.
Adams said he thought the NRSC did
because he gave the staff amaster copy.
He said the only distribution CRL made
was approximately 50 copies, available
at the company's booth during the NAB
convention. He also said he presented
aslide show on clipping at the Public Radio Conference in May.
Adams said the commentary on his
findings are to stimulate discussion
within the industry and to encourage action within NRSC.
Foti, designer of audio processing
equipment and known for his engineering role in the FM loudness wars, said
he agreed with the findings on the effects from composite clipping but disagreed with the conclusions. Foti said radio stations can use composite clippers
but they need to be filtered. He is marketing anew filter called the "Dividend."

New Hope for End
to Loudness Wars
Modulation Monitoring
Strives for Accuracy
by John Gatski
Brooklyn NY Following preliminary
demonstration and testing, anew device
to measure an FM station's modulation
has generated high interest, alittle controversy and diverse discussion about
the future of heavy processing.

The
"DI\ IDEND"
FM Composite
Filter*

Noble
Broadcast
Group

from Cutting
Edge
Technologies.
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Composite spectrograph of a major market CIIR at 110'4

*patent pending

legal modulation utilizing extreine composite clipping.

The only composite filter available anywhere.
The DIVIDEND gives you:
• Full spectral protection to give you the most from your
existing composite clipping/processing equipment
• A 5% increase in main channel modulation LEGALLY
• Full signal integrity for your SCA customers
•All of the above with no loss of stereo separation

Call to find out how you can be loud and legal:

216-241-EDGE
2501 W. Third Sired

Cleveland, OH 44113
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Foti said broadcasters want "technical
tools" to compete in today's competitive
FM market. "The broadcasters are worried and asking, 'What do you mean you
are going to take this away from me?' "
He said he is convinced that composite clipping can exist in FM with protection to an SCA and upper composite
spectrum.
Somich questioned the CRL testing
with an old CRL clipper that isn't on the
market anymore. Somich makes the
DBE1000 clipper. He was not aware of
the NRSC work.
"These people have to make adifferentiation between clean and dirty composite clipping," Somich said. "Not all composite clipping is bad."
Somich said he would participate in
NRSC testing if invited; otherwise not.
He doesn't believe the FCC would make
the changes required to meet the CRL
proposal.
For information on the NRSC FM
working group, contact Stan Salek at the
NAB, 204-429-5391, or Ed Anthony,
217-224-9600.

WANTED
DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING
WBAB AM/FM, L.I.,N.Y.

REWARD
All new studios,
new building and
excellent career
path opportunity.
Contact: Dennis Ciapura
VP, Tech Ops
Inquiries Confidential

4891 Pacific Highway
San Diego, California 92110-4082
(619) 291-8510
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Modulation Science's FM ModMinder
is receiving high marks for its ability to
increase modulation and allow stations
to cut back on limiting and other types
of processing designed to increase loudness.
In these days of loudness wars among
stations, the industry is so abuzz about
the ModMinder that even the NAB is
taking an active look at the product.
Change in rules
According to Eric Small, VP of engineering for Modulation Sciences, the
ModMinder actually changes the way a
station has been used to measuring
modulation.
It is amodernized modulation monitor that Small said will more precisely
measure modulation peaks based on the
FCC's pre-1983 rule that required an FCC
type-approved modulation monitor.
The use of an FCC approved modulation monitor rule was deleted during radio deregulation in 1983, but stations are
still expected to refrain from overmodulating in order to avoid interference
to adjacent stations.
Under old FCC ATS rules, astation was
overmodulating if there were more than
10 peak flashes in an average minute.
FM ModMinder also counts peak
flashes but uses a "rolling minute" in
time and defines the peak differently.
Ignores the peaks
According to Small, a1to 4dB modulation increase is possible with the ModMinder because unlike conventional monitors, the ModMinder ignores the very
brief peaks that last less than one millisecond.
The conventional monitors do take
these short peaks into account, which is
why they indicate more modulation,
(continued on page 17)
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Before you take us to task for trying to improve the BM, adesign that has become the
"workhorse" standard for two- channel audio machines, consider what the new MX-55 offers:
An integral autolocator; avoice editing mode that allows 2X speed playback at normal
pitch; abuilt-in cue speaker; GSPIPO (gapless, seamless, punch- in, punch- out),* and because
you told us you wanted it, a// adjustments are available through the front panel! These, and
many more improvements will help make your job easier, and the results more creative.
And for those of you who still won't forgive us, we're keeping the BII in the line. So
either way, you can get exactly what you need from Otari,: Technology You
Can Trust. Call Otan i
at (415) 341-5900 for information about the new MX- 55.
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RS SERIES CONSOLES
ARE SETTING RADIO
ON ITS END.
HERE'S WHY, — by Dan Braverman, President
"When we designed the RS Series Consoles we applied a
lot of technology and experience to asimple concept — that
all good broadcast consoles cost too much!
We reasoned that the
industry would rally behind a full featured console with great specifications and attractive
styling — all at a "cheap
console" price.
We were right. After just
10 months, already 150
broadcasters in 40 states
have agreed with us and
purchased an RS Series
Console. We're especially proud of the fact
that every user feels he or
she got agreat value for
their money, and are
completely satisfied with their purchase.
If you're in the market for aconsole, Iinvite you to call us tollfree for more information or aformal quotation. believe that
my staff does an excellent job of building and selling a
remarkable product."

OPERATIONAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

• Three output busses
• Mix- minus

• . 02% distortion (20 to 20KHz)
• -88dB noise THD (+4dB out / OdBv
input)
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• Quick disconnect input connectors
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• Fully connectorized sub- assemblies

• Remote control, pulse/holding for
A/B inputs
• Assignable DA outputs'
• Remote channel on/off control
• Total cart machine logic interface'
• Turntable synchronizer interface'
• Adjustable peak LED indicators
• Full metering
• Four auxiliary inputs
• " Headphone follow monitor" logic
• Talkback circuitry internal
• Programmable muting busses
• Timer on all models
• Clock on 18-channel console
• >-85dB crosstalk separation
(at 1KHz)

and switches
• Plastic overlay captioning
• Total DC/VCA control
• Metal wrap- around case
• Microphone/ consumer/ line level
on any input
• Insert patch points on every channel
• 2year parts and service warranty

• External tally- lamp control'
'Available Option
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Custom
Furniture for
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SYSTEMS INC.

110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
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Sides Reach
DAT Copy
Agreement
(continued from page 1)
may loosen the choking hold the copyright protection controversy has had on
DAT for the past few years.
Professional DAT decks, which are
very expensive, allow unlimited digitalto-digital copying, but sales of those
units also have been affected by the controversy.
Many audio experts believe the SCMS
technology will help the DAT market, although some fear that those with electronics know-how easily can defeat the
SCMS circuitry.
Despite the potential tampering SCMS
may encounter, the RIAA and the International Federation of the Phonographic
Industry (IFPI) signed off on the agreement.

Radio World

Studer-IMS Marriage is Imminent
by Frank Beacham
Menlo Park CA Studer Revox, the
Swiss manufacturer of precision
professional tape recording equipment, is in final negotiations to purchase Integrated Media Systems
(IMS), maker of the popular low-cost
Dyaxis digital audio workstation, RW
has learned.
It also may be the mating season for
at least two other digital workstation
manufacturers as industry speculation focused on the availability of

WaveFrame Corp. of Boulder, CO,
manufacturer of the AudioFrame workstation, and New England Digital (NED)
of White River Junction, VT, manufacturer of the top-of-the-line Synclavier
system.
"We are right now in negotiations. Yes,
we've had negotiations," said Bruno
Hochstrasser, chairman of Studer Revox
America, refusing to name IMS as the
acquisition target. "We'll have an announcement in about 10 days."
Studer's Los Angeles sales office was
less evasive. "It's in the works," said

An extra copy
With an analog source, the DAT copy
is digitally coded with a "1,1" bit flag
which means it can be copied digitally
one more time. If it is copied again, the
the original DAT copy is then coded as
"1,0" and cannot be copied any more.
Unlike the inhibiting frequency
"notch" that was previously proposed
for digital material, the SCMS will not
affect the sound of adigital recording.
Since the information that cues the
SCMS-equipped DAT player is located in
the inaudible channels, it will not affect
the musical quality whatsoever, according to the RIAA.
Audio equipment consultant and
writer Leonard Feldman said the SCMS
technology is a "good compromise" for
the DAT controversy.
He said the agreement is significant
because it finally allows digital-to-digital
copying, which was opposed by the
recording industry.
For information, contact Jason Burman
at 202-775-0101 or Leonard Feldman at
516-482-5629.

Studer's Vince Welles, who referred
questions to the company's American
headquarters in Nashville. The Nashville office had no comment.
Announcement soon
Lee Cochran, CEO of IMS, based in
Menlo Park, refused comment on a
Studer acquisition but did not deny
that asale is imminent.
Public relations spokesmen returned
calls to chief executives at both
WaveFrame and New England Digital.
(continued on page 15)

SONY

Mel

Lobby for SCMS standard
Also agreeing to the compromise were
major hardware makers such as Sony
and Philips, the developers of the compact disc. The agreement will push for
legislative or administrative efforts to get
the SCMS technology adopted worldwide.
"I am pleased that after years of struggle, we have reached this agreement
compromise with hardware manufacturers regarding digital audio tape,"
RIAA President Jason Berman said. "The
proposal for atechnical restriction on unlimited DAT copying establishes an important precedent for the protection of
intellectual property."
The copy limiting technology works by
allowing the DAT machine to read and
indentify the imput sources. It then assigns the tape acode based on whether
the imput is copyright protected and digital or analog.
Copyrighted digital material, such as
acompact disc or pre-recorded compact
disc, would be identified as such by the
DAT machine, which would then assign
a "1,0" bit flag to the tape, which means
it could not be copied digitally.
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DAT was invented
for your home.
Rs DAT is for your studio.
Other DAT machines only take you halfway.
You need more in your studio than just aDAT machine. You need aDAT
machine that can interface to your console and automation equipment. You
need amachine with remote control and status information. And you need it to
perform like acart machine - - reliably and quickly.
Meet the RS- 1000 from Radio Systems.
The RS- 1000 is an integration of the Sony DTC-1000 and aspecial
microprocessor-based controller from Radio Systems. Its features include:
DFull broadcast remote control (not ahard-wired remote, like most other machines).
oRear-panel ports for automation and serial interface. aThirty cut, random
access memory. DEOM signals and relay closures. DAutomatic cue-to-cut.
oCart machine style buttons and dubbing. DSampling rates for recording at
44.1 and 48 kHz. DBalanced audio inputs and outputs. o "Next" and "Last"
functions for quick cut re-cue. DIndustrial-grade head life. D 16-bit linear D/A
conversion. DLogging data. DIbtal harmonic distortion <.0055%. DOptional
rack mount.
Imagine recordable digital audio in your automation system or as alive
source in your air studio. And with DAT archiving, your entire music library
can fit into abriefcase.
Call today for' more information on radio's hottest DAT machine, the
RS-1000 from Radio Systems.

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
110 High Hill Road • PO. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133 • FAX 609/467-3044
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I'll send you alobstah.
Sometimes, even apart-time
job can be an incredible eyeopener. Irecently landed atwoweek dinner theater gig playing
banjo (not alot of call for that
sucker nowadays) in Auburn,
New York.
While in town I happened
across WPCX-WMBO and inquired about covering for anybody who'd be vacationing.
Since my last job got locked in
Alan Peterson
the bathroom, Iwas available
and was given some fill work alsignal, a new FM side and a most immediately.
building which has been exThese stations exemplify
panded every way possible.
criteria outlined in last month's
When Iget to Massachusetts
letter: satellite integration dur-

FROM
THE

TRENCHES
by
Dear 1G,
I'm happy to report that next
month I'll be the newest voice
at WSBS, Great Barrington,

iIIi
'

Massachusetts. A couple of
years ago this was the last 250watter in the state and now
boasts acleaner, more powerful

111111 •
'lisp

The
STL/TSL
for the
90s is
here now.
And not a
moment
too soon.
•Two Way Multi- Channel
Communications
•Transparent Digital Audio
•Multiple Signal
Path Options

It's time for a new kind of STL. Drastic cost increases are
just one sign that the phone company is tired of balanced
equalized lines and is ready to pull the Class A plug. Meanwhile, microwave spectrum is scarce— in some areas,
channels are unavailable.
QEI's new CAT\Link Composite Audio Transmission Link is
the digital STL alternative. It transmits composite and other
signals over a single telco Ti data line*. Ti service costs
less than Class A, and it's so reliable that the big banks use
it for their vital financial data.
CAT\Link encodes the fully processed composite signal and
decodes it at your transmitter, so you can run the stereo
generator and processing at the studio. At the same time,
CAT\Link configurations can send and receive SCAs, control
channels, voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio,
transmitter readings, and satellite or remote programs.
With CAT\Link, you always get full stereo separation: There
are none of the phase or amplitude fluctuations that plague
dual- channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to 84 dB, and your
processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. So the
only thing you'll hear is clear, clean, undistorted audio.
Worried about replacing Class A lines, getting a microwave
channel, or sight- line infringement? Call QEI toll-free at
800-334-9154 for full info on CAT\Link, the bidirectional,
digital, easy- wired STL. And turn the weak link in your
signal chain into one of the strongest.
•CAT\Link will also drive over a mile of twisted pair wire, nearly two miles of fiber optic cable,

or a 23 gHz STL.

Quality • Engineering • Innovation
P.O. Box D • One Airport Drive
Williamstown, New Jersey 08094
24 Hr. Service Hotline 609-728-2020 • Fax 609-629-1751
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mg certain hours and studio
equipment that most definitely
holds your attention. All of that,
a jock lounge, offices and a
reception area are all tucked
into 15 square inches of office
building.
A good station, but one bursting at the seams ... almost like
abird that decided things were
too good in the nest to fly away.
Got any more worms, Mom?
Anyway, without sounding
too pompous, you know my
background, Jude. I've been fortunate enough to run the finest
gear made today; I've worked
for legendary people and legendary stations; I'm MIDI-literate
and my idea of roughing it is a
production studio with "only"
four tracks.
Nothing on earth could have
prepared me for what awaited
me behind the sixpot Ampro
main studio console (
snicker) of
"Country 106.9."
Would you believe Iloved it?
Ihad ablast. It was almost like
trying out an ultralite aircraft.
Somewhere through the haze
I've created for myself, through
digital doodads, hard disks,
endless formatic contradictions
and samplers 'n' synths, the
very essence of flyby-the-seatof-your-pants radio came back
in a loving rush of longforgotten technique.
And the ambience! Network
backtiming without a shotclock! Unsynched clocks all over
the building! Real 45s—with
adapters!!—and not asingle CD
anywhere in sight. Permanent
coffee rings everywhere!!!
My tenure at WPCX lasted
only as long as the theater gig,
but Ihad a marvelous time.
This is my prescription for
anybody in any top market: get
away on vacation whenever you
can and as far away as you can,
to someplace where nobody
has heard of you.
Ask alocal (and Ido mean local) station if you can take ashift
one weekend, just to help out.
The rest of the vacation is yours,
but give the guy four hours just
for yuks. Do this at least once
every three years.
My favorite part is where alistener calls up—no matter how
great you sound— to ask
"Where's Jay Scott this week?"
Those two weeks reminded
me of something I haven't
thought of since Iwas a kid.
Having the hi-tech killer zap
raygun is fun, but asimple box
of plain wooden blocks will
keep me absorbed for hours.
My thanks to Bob Paris, formerly of WPCX (
somebody give
this guy a job), and thanks
again, JG.
Pickin' and grinnin',
—Al
Alan Peterson has found himself
face-to-face with both sides of the
mic, every conceivable piece of radio gear and some not- soconceivable in acolorful radio career. You can reach him in the foxhole by writing: RW, PO Box 1214,
Falls Church, VA 22041.
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San Francisco Tower
Light Violator Fined
(continued from page 9)
"We happened to be driving by and
noticed the lights were not working,"
Marti-Volkoff said.
He added that station workers told
the FCC that the FAA was notified of
the non-working lights (even though the
log said everything was fine) and they
believed that action fulfilled the legal
requirements.
Under FCC guidelines, the FAA has to
be notified if tower lights are off for more
than 30 minutes and again when the
lights are operational. However, the FCC
also should be notified if there is any
long-term changes in atower's light status, which was not done in KIQI's case,
according to the FCC.
90 days to respond
KIQI has not officially responded to
the charges, according to FCC Enforcement Attorney Wayne McKee.
It has 90 days to respond to the
charges before the FCC can take other
action, which, in its severest form, includes possible license revocation if the
lights are not fixed.
The FCC recently released a notice to
broadcasters warning that unlighted towers

are punishable by fines up to $10,000 and
in extreme cases, license revocation.
The warning was the result of afatal
helicopter collision with an unlit cellular telephone tower in North Carolina
last spring, and other aircraft/tower mishaps and near misses.
Marti-Volkoff said KIQI may have tried
to get its lights working on several occasions, but reportedly could not get anybody to climb the towers because of their
deteriorating condition.
KIQI went on the air in 1957 and two
of the towers have been there from the
beginning, according to the FCC.
Although the FCC did not cite KIQI
for violations regarding the towers' paint
condition, the structures are in need of
a paint job, Marti-Volkoff said.
De La Rosa said the station is in compliance with FCC rules because it notified the FAA in 1984 that its lights did
not work.
He said the unlit towers do not cause
a safety hazard because two other
nearby AM stations with taller towers
have operational lights.
For information at the FCC, contact
Wayne McKee at 202-632-7059 or S.
Marti-Volkoff at 415-556-7702.

Studer Revox to Buy IMS
(continued from page 13)
Both denied their respective companies
are for sale and said they were speaking
on behalf of top management.
"I certainly would understand Studer's
move given the fact they have money
and are in an acquistion mode," said
Doug Sheer, a broadcast analyst and
consultant with Sheer & Chaskelson of
New York. "It certainly makes sense and
Ican see the fit." Sheer said IMS has had
other suitors in recent months, some not
in the pro audio industry.
Sales are slow
"These direct-to-disk editing systems
have been attracting alot of attention but
they haven't been selling that well. I'm
not talking about IMS specifically, but
the whole genre Sheer said. "At the
same time this group of equipment
represents apotential threat to all of the
digital reel-to-reel machines and to multitrack digital recording (in which Studer
is amajor player).
"Take a company like New England
Digital, who has the oldest and most ex-

pensive system. In my view, they have
been between arock and ahard place
Sheer said. "Because with their existing
base of customers they'd be hard pressed
to bring in amuch lower-priced system
without offending their existing base of
customers and yet every other system
that's shown up in the market has been
less expensive and therefore competitive."
Sheer noted that anew system which
will sell for as low as $30,000 will enter
the market later this year, setting anew
low price position for such workstation
technology. He would not name the
manufacturer.
"What I'm suggesting is," Sheer said,
"all of the players who are in the market
now are aware of the potential of this
technology and also aware of the pressure to push the price down.
"For acompany like NED, it's very difficult. For the smaller guys like IMS, who
have been around a while, developed
their product and sold some systems, the
need is probably cash—the proper war
chest to make it happen!'
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East, North & South.
As

a company

that

serves

the

nation's

broadcasters, we have often considered opening
regional offices to improve our service or expand our
sales. In the final analysis, we determined that regional
offices would only serve to retard service and drive our
overhead sky high. So here we are in the west,
maintaining the most efficient and economical
distribution system in the broadcast industry.
Regardless of your location, you benefit by saving
money, enjoying quick delivery, and receiving
exceptional service. We are open 12 hours daily,
9a.m. to 9p.m. east, 6a.m. to 6 p.m. west so you can
call us at your convenience for all your audio
equipment needs.
From any point on the compass, BSW is as close
as your telephone.

ESSIN

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS

,

84446111M.

Broadcast
Supply
West,

conversion with adjustable gain OR loss

•
1 Low Noise Microphone Preamp
STA •
3 3 Watt FP.15 Audio Power amplifier
STA •
6 6 Watt APIS Audio Power Amplifier
ST P •
1 Adjustable Audio Pad Pair Hi or Lo Z
STD •
1 150 or E00 Ohm Audio D . er-Combiner
RADIO D ESIGN LABS
" 4-5415

• BM al III BIM
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Beat the high cost
(flow priced
CD players.
Studer can save you the high cost of finding out why
low priced CD players aren't worth the money....
Say you were to buy 3or 4of those "less expensive"
CD players. You spend time modifying them for remote
use—and void your warranty (for whatever that's worth)—
and afew months of hard use later, they fail. You can't
get them serviced, let alone fixed. So you end up having
to pitch those machines and buy 3or 4more.
On the other hand, you could buy aStuder CD
player—specifically designed for rugged everyday use.
And backed by Studer quality, service and technical support- the best in the business.
We service what
we sell.
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Studer costs you less. Figure it out.
In avery short time, asingle Studer more than
pays for itself.
You still want more for your money? How about
absolutely unbeatable sound quality too? Studer's got it.
With both the rack mount A727—the on-air standard for
CD broadcast—and the table-top A730, especially
suited for quick, creative production play.
So don't confuse the price tag with the bottom line.
You might pay less up front for those amateur decks. And
get awhole lot less than you bargained for in the end.
Play aPro instead. Studer. The one built for business.

STUDER REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville,TN 37210 • (615)254-5651

New York (212)255-4462 • Los Angeles (818)780-4234
Studer Revox Ltd., Toronto (416)423-2831
Call your Studer Revox Full Line Dealer for mom information
about the complete line of Studer Revox Professional Products.
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New Hope in Loudness Wars
(continued from page 10)
Small contended. Small said these "overshoot" peaks do not have a significant
effect on occupied bandwidth or adjacent channel interference.
Another issue is the accuracy of the
monitors: ± 5% on conventional monitors compared with ± 1% Small cites for
ModMinder.
"Traditional monitors have typically allowed 5% error because the FCC didn't
require anything better. With the 10% error window allowed by the Commission,
a station's modulation could be off as
much as 1dB," Small said.
In the field
The CEs who tried the ModMinder
said they were astonished at the displays
which digitally show the one second
peak level and indicate overmodulation
via a peak indicator.
New York WNCN's CE Richard Koziol
said that with SCAs his minimally
processed classical station normally
modulates at 105% on a conventional
monitor. With the ModMinder, he
noted, the modulation was only 90%.
Several stations that Modulation
Sciences used for demonstration purposes have placed orders for the ModMinder, which is installed at the transmitter, according to the company.
"It's the most important product for
broadcasters brought out in 1989," said
Jim Stagnitto, CE at New York's WNSR.
"I don't know why someone didn't
think of it before," WNCN Assistant Engineer Sydney Feldman of New York

said.
Station engineers noted a possible 1
dB to 3dB increase in modulation when
using the ModMinder to measure up to
their maximum level.
Stagnitto, whose station broadcasts a
moderately processed light rock format,
heaped high praise upon the ModMinder. He said it will enable stations to
reduce processing and enhance quality.
With the ModMinder, Stagnitto said
he hopes stations can finally put an end

"It's the most
important product for
broadcasters brought
out in 1989."
to the loudness wars that have raged
among many pop FM stations in larger
markets.
"I hope this will finally start aquality
war. The audience is starting to know
what good is," he said. "Being the
loudest station on the dial just isn't it!'
Generating questions
Because of the ambiguity of current
FCC rules regarding modulation, there
is some question that ModMinder may
allow astation to go beyond the FCC's
own "working definition" (not made
public) of overmodulation. Small dismissed the concern.
"Because ModMinder complies with
the pre-1983 rules, which are much more

CRL SPOTLIGHT

specific than the current rules, we're sure
it falls within any reasonable interpretation by the FCC," Small explained. "In
fact, Harry Cole (with Bectel, Borsari,
Cole & Paxson), acommunications attorney who is well-versed on FCC rules has
provided us with an opinion of counsel
to that effect!'
John Reiser, an FCC engineer and
CCIR specialist, was present at an SBE
Chapter meeting in Washington, DC,
where Small introduced the FM ModMinder.
Reiser confirmed that he has been contacted with questions about ModMinder
from broadcasters and the NAB. He told
RW that he would not speak on behalf
of the FCC about the product.
But Reiser said that in his personal
opinion, " When the Commission
deleted the rules it said the station could
provide any way of monitoring modulation that allowed it to comply with the
rules prohibiting overmodulation.
"The intent of deregulating the rules
was not to make them more stringent
than before. If astation can operate legally by using this device, there should
be absolutely no problem!'
"I think he (Eric) is using the most
liberal aspect of the rules," Reiser also
said, "If the device permits operation
similar to that with aprevious monitor

and AIS rules, Isee no problem!'
A question also has been raised about
whether the ModMinder measures
modulation on just one channel as opposed to both on FM stereo, according
to Reiser.
Small said ModMinder indicates correct modulation "under all conditions!'
Because of the newness of the product, NAB Science and Technology VP
Michael Rau said the association is also
looking into the ModMinder for "informational" purposes.
"We'd like to understand, the best we
can, how the product works," he said.
Impressed the critics
Leonard Feldman, an industry consultant who reviews consumer audio equipment for Audio magazine, agreed that the
ModMinder can increase loudness for
lightly processed stations and quality for
heavily processed stations.
Feldman witnessed a recent demonstration at WNYC aclassical station in
New York.
"I was vey impressed. Ithink it is going to make adifference," Feldman said.
For more information, contact Eric
Small at 415-625-7333, Richard Koziol at
212-730-9626, Jim Stagnitto at 212-7523322, Leonard Feldman at 516-482-5629
or Michael Rau at 202-429-5346.

Silence is Golden and
less work with telcom c4
for RADIO and TV.

Create Personality Instantly
Just Add Voice!

•

o

The NR system
you just set and forget.
CRL's IPP-100 Instant Personality ( mic) Processor is just what
your station needs to enhance its personality. The IPP-100 is a
fully integrated broadcast microphone processor with 18 preset memory positions. A powerful two band, parametric
equalizer drives atwo band compressor with adjustable band
splitting. Mic or line level input and outputs, key lock security
system. LED status system, and easy to use analog controls
make the IPP-100 simple for anyone to use. Plus the IPP-100
features an external audio loop for special effects processors,
and full remote control capability. Best yet, get all this digitally
controlled power for only $1295.
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SYSTEMS

CRL Systems
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282 USA.
18001 535-7648 (6021438-0888
TELEX: 350464

A product of ANT
Telecommunications, Inc.
No wasting time with
lining up — not even for
tape exchanges.
Up to 118dB dynamic range —
the widest dynamic range
available in any noise
reduction system today.

• No pre or post echo.
• Applications:
Cartridge machines
SIL
RPU
Reel-to- reels
Cassettes

telcom c4

Over 15,000 channels
in use worldwide.
No breathing or pumping.

Silence by Design

Distributed by:

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS INC.
New York ( 516) 832-8080
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• No overshooting.

346 W. Colfax Street, Palatine, IL. 60067
Chicago (312) 358-3330
Tennessee (615) 689-3030
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Symetrix: Ear Candy and More
by Ty Ford
Baltimore MD In this month's
Producer's File we'll lay aside the preoccupation with dazzling spots, promos
and other "ear candy" to examine the soft
white underbelly of NSA (Nasty Source
Audio), and how the Symetrix 501 PeakRMS Compressor/Limiter can be used to
maintain the quality of your audio.
Not that the 501 can't be used in the
manufacture of confectionery audio, it
can. It's just that sometimes production
rats have atendency to deal only with
problems that occur in the immediate
domain of the production studio.

IMODIKI3VS
FILE
The art of sharing your knowledge
without coming off as aknow-it-all takes
abit of practice for some, but the gains
can be worth it. Applying what you've
learned about gain reduction, for example, can be agreat way to improve the
sound of the station other than in the
production studio.
FedIsafe mode
The Symetrix 501, like all of the
Symetrix units I've seen so far, is well
thought out, well built and well

documented. According to Marketing
Director Doug Shauer, the basic circuit
has been in use at Symetrix for eight
years with periodic upgrades including
faster chips.
The front panel layout is easy to understand. There are, however, a few
more controls than on the venerable dbx
compressor/limiter. The addition of variable attack and release time adjustments
allows you to tweak to your heart's content.
Per the manual, the Automatic Mode
provides "program-controlled automatic
attack and release times (which) make
the 501 very easy to use in situations
where the nature of the signals is unpredictable, or the operator is unable to
make changes manually."
This means that even if you screw up
the settings so the audio sounds really
horrible, you can hit the automatic
switch and save yourself.
The Automatic Mode is agreat feature
if you're not comfortable yet with attack
and release time settings. In this mode,
when the 501 senses more transient
peaks in the signal, it reacts more quickly
to control them.
Its ability to change attack and release
times based on changing transient response means the Symetrix 501, in the
automatic mode, is perfect for radio program content, which is a mix of high
transient audio (music), and voice (rela-
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hat is it about the Signature III that keeps so many leading
station groups and consulting engineers coming back for
another, and another, and...? Is it this console's unparalleled
record of reliability and longevity? The LPB Signature Ill's easily
maintained modular electronics? Its excellent RFI immunity? Or
is it designed- for- radio features like the following:
•3 inputs per channel
•Identical Program 1 and Program 2 output busses
•Remote starts on all channels ( except channel 1)
•Mono/stereo input switch ( on stereo consoles)
•Components and connections clearly labeled for painless
installation and easy maintenance
Chances are, it's all of the above. But whatever the reasons,
leading stations and engineers across the country demand
Signature Ill's " unstoppable" performance. In fact, they've
made it one of the most popular consoles ever built. If you've
been spending too much time inside your console lately,
contact your broadcast equipment dealer or call LPB for full
information and specifications at ( 215) 644-1123.
LPB Signature Ill audio consoles are available in 6,8,10 and 12 channel stereo
and 6,8 and 10 channel mono configurations.

LPB

28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123 • Fax: 215-644-8651
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tively fewer transients).
The inputs for the Symetrix 501 are
balanced female XLR or quarter-inch 3conductor TRS (Tip-Ring-Sleeve). Outputs are balanced male XLR or quarterinch IRS.
Compression attack times are variable
from . 25 dB/msec to 12 dB/msec. The
compression ratio is adjustable from
1.4:1 to infinity:1.
The peak limiter attack time is preset
to 2000/msec with an infinity:1 ratio.
Minimum load impedance is 600 ohms,
with a51 ohm output impedance.
The theory
As stated in the manual, "The gain
reduction of (this) dynamic range
processor derives from one of the amplifier circuits inside the unit, whose gain
is controlled by aDC voltage. That part

If the features sound nice but your application requires stereo, two 501s can be
"stereo-linked." One unit then becomes
a master and the other aslave, so you
only need to adjust the master.
Sidechain operation
Even though the Symetrix 501 is not
amultiband processor, the fact that it has
asidechain may come in handy. By putting an equalizer in the sidechain you
can modify the 501 to perform frequency
selective compression.
Say you have aspot on which the music is mixed too loud. If you adjust the
equalizer in the sidechain to increase the
100 Hz and over 6 kHz ranges so that
they cross the compression threshold,
the voice (and music) frequencies between 100 Hz and 6kHz will increase.
Actually what's happening is that you
have forced gain reduction to occur at
other than those frequencies.
Sidechain EQ also works well in applications where there is too much low
frequency noise. In this case the EQ in

The Symetrix 501 Peak RMS Compressor/Limiter

of the circuit is called avoltage controlled
amplifier, or VCA. Inside the 501, aseparate buffered audio signal is sent to a
group of circuits that comprise the peak
and RMS detectors.
"The detectors turn the (buffered) AC
audio signal into DC control voltages,
which are sent to the VCA under the
direction of the front panel controls. The
VCA then, is actually governed by signals that are derived from the audio signal, and placed under operator control
via the front panel controls!'
Put another way, the 501 measures the
changes in dynamics and peak content
of the audio which passes through it.
Based on those variations and the way
you set the front panel controls, it applies the gain reduction needed to provide the required output.

Where Does Your Signal
REALLY GO?
CDS Propagation maps are based
on extensive REAL WORLD measurements. CDS combines field
research, detailed 3ARC second
terrain data and vegetation/urban
attenuation data to produce the
most accurate depiction of service
available today.

Not just Terrain Shielding
PROPAGATION STUDIES
• 3 Color

graphics
•Finished product—with base map,
ready for display
•Calibrated with actual measurements
•1:100k, 1:250k or 1:500k scale
maps
•1week delivery
•FM, TV & LM services
For more information or to receive
asample map, call Rich Biby at

(703) 534-0034
Communications Data Services
6105E Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, Virginia 22044
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the sidechain is rolled off on the bottom.
Another mix phenomenon which occurs, regardless of sidechain, is the
change in relative voice and music levels
when the release and attack times of the
gain reduction are varied. With asimple
broadband compressor/limiter circuit,
when the attack time is set quickly and
the release time slowly during moderate
amounts of gain reduction, the voice
track will be louder.
This is primarily due to the fact that
most music has more transients than
most voices. The music, therefore, triggers the gain reduction and is reduced
in gain relative to the voice.
The 501 at work
Obvious good uses for this kind of circuit are mono production, newsroom
phone feeds and mono AM transmitter
line and SIL feeds. According to Shauer,
the attack time of the peak limiter is
quick enough to allow the 501 to be used
to provide up to 40 dB of very safe gain
reduction for legal modulation control.
For afew dollars more, the 501-01 optional version has atransformer output
with which you can drive aphone line.
If your station does "budget remotes" by
clipping asimple mic mixer onto telco
lines at the remote site, the Symetrix 501
can do a nice job of keeping the enthusiasm that often happens at these
kinds of events from driving the line into
distortion.
If the remote site has standard 60 Hz
120 VAC or 50 Hz 240 VAC power, you
can put the 501 after the mixer and before the phone line. For those "deep
space" remotes, where getting good AC
is aproblem, simply put the 501 between
the phone line at the studio and the line
input to the console.
So far, these uses are pretty basic.
You'll need aclear head for the next few
minutes, so make sure the top to the
head cleaner is screwed on tight.
MOTO O'Brien
The "Master Of The Obvious" kudos
for this rig go to Bernie O'Brien, now
with SCMS, a broadcast/recording
(continued on page 25)
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Assessing Personality Profiles
by John Cummuta
Downers Grove IL I'm frequently
asked to suggest management books that
would be helpful for present and aspiring managers. There are some good ones
out there, but Iregularly suggest adifferent reading diet, at least on occasion—
sales books.
Why sales books for non- sales
managers?
Because, whenever you're trying to get
someone to do something, you're selling. It's that simple. And understanding
the techniques that sales people use to
effectively interact with prospects can be
extremely helpful in relating to subordinates.
Social styles
There are avariety of grid concepts in
the sales training world, all designed to
divide people into different types. These
classifications then become the basis for
how to approach each different personality style.

MANAGER
They are all variations on the same
theme, so I'll present the approach that
makes the most sense to me. See if it
doesn't help you understand some of
your employees alittle better.
People fall somewhere on agrid (see

A. RF Specialties
of Washington, Inc„,
19237 Aurora Avenue N.
Seattle, WA 98133
Phone (206) 546-6546
FAX (206) 546-2633
John Schneider &
James Kaplan

B. RF Specialties of
California

Figure 1), the quadrants of which represent four different poles of primary personality traits: Driver, Analytic, Amiable
and Expressive. Each category labels a
kind of personality that reacts differently
to outside information and influence.
While no one is completely in one
quadrant or another, everyone has a
dominant style. And it is critical to our
analysis to understand one fact. People
are many times more likely to accept and
act on information presented to them in
harmony with their own social style.
Let's see how that works.
Driver, Analytic
The Driver personality is General George Patton: "We'll accomplish our goals
no matter how many lives must be
sacrificed in the effort. Don't talk to me
about people, or obstacles or problems,
we're going to get this thing done no
matter what."
We've all seen the Driver type. These
people are extremely goal directed, not
very sensitive to the people side of the
equation and they tend to talk and think
in terms of achievement and accomplishment.
They are not very good communicators, if communications is described as
"two-way" sharing of information; and
they are not prone to be moved by flowery, visionary motivational pulp.
The stereotypical Analytic, on the
other hand, would be the bookworm accountant. Don't talk to them about personal relationships or great visions of ac-

RF SPECIALTIES
GROUP
LEADERS IN RF SYSTEMS
FROM COAST TO COAST

3463 State Street. Suite 229
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Phone (805) 682-9429
FAX (805) 682-4396
Sam Lane

complished dreams. Just tell them the
numbers and let them crunch awhile.
Many engineers fall into this category,
where they'd rather hang out with a
Figure 1.

Analytical

Driver

Oriented on detail

Cool and impersonal
Factual and logical
Readily discloses expectations

Learns by reading
Very orderly
Slow to make decisions
Likes promptness
Hates to be wrong
Deliberate

Assertive 1.C

P.O. Box 7630
Amarillo, TX 79114
Phone (806) 372-4518
FAX (806) 373-8036
Don Jones & Tim Hawks

E. RF Specialties
of Pennsylvania, Inc.
121 Conneaut Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15239
Phone (412) 733-1994
FAX (412) 327-9336
Tom Monahan

SYSTEM DESIGN
COMPETETIVE
PRICING

F. RF Specialties of Florida
P.O. Box 397
Niceville, FL 32578
Phone (904) 678-8943
FAX (904) 729-2744
Bill Turney
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Amiable

Expressive

Very approachable
Responsive and cooperative

Relationship oriented
Very creative
Needs support from others

Patient and loyal
Slow to make decisions

Makes quick decisions

Supports ideas of others
Not time conscious

Moderate risk taker
Not time conscious
Tends to generalize

Tends to generalize

Adapted from Personal Styles and Effective Performance by David W. Merril and Roger H. Reid.

spectrum analyzer than a group of
friends.
Analytics want only facts, figures and
quantifiable objectives. Don't cloud the
issue with emotions or hype. Ithink Sergeant Friday on Dragnet was an Analytic.

Amiable, Expressive
The Amiable is a "people" person.
Amiable personalities like the social
aspects of ajob, aparty, a political action committee or anything else they're
involved in, more than any other aspect.
They're not really interested in conquering an enemy or winning in abusiness deal, they just want to be friends.
They're not moved by expressive projections of future success or rewards, they
just want to make sure that no one will
be offended or feel left out.
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Owned and Operated
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Amiables make great den mothers or
golf partners.
The Expressive is Mr. or Ms. "Showbiz." These people don't just come into
aroom—they make an entrance. Expressives want reaction to everything they
do. They want you to tell them that it's
the best, most colorful, most impressive
"whatever" that you've ever seen.
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Expressives are outgoing to the max

and they tend to talk in enlarged or exaggerated terms. They don't lie. They just
paint Cinemascopic pictures with their
words. They respond to big visions of
projects, and they couldn't care less
about the numbers. They willingly leave
the facts to the Analytics.
Oil and water
Now that you have a basic understanding of these different personality
types, I'm sure you recognize some of
the traits. You might even see some of
them in yourself. But Ialso hope that
you see the potential for conflict if these
different kinds of people are mixed in a
manager-subordinate relationship.
If aDriver is managing an Amiable, for
instance, the potential for disaster is
high. The Driver is going to talk in terms
that sound devoid of any concern for the
human race. He or she might say things
like, "We'll beat that other station even
if we have to sneak over there at night
and put poison in their water cooler!'
When an Amiable—who wants to be
friends with the guys and gals at the
other station—hears that, he or she has
an emotional seizure. And when the
Driver gives management direction to an
Amiable in aDriver's standard do-or-die
terms, the result is atotal lack of connection.
The Amiable cannot possibly feel committed to such aproject. It's completely
out of harmony with the Amiable view
of how things work.
Another example of amismatch would
be an Expressive boss with an Analytic
subordinate.
The boss lays out plans and goals in
great sweeping terms, without much
quantitative substance. No facts, figures
or target dates, just destinations painted
in bright emotional colors.
The Analytic, on the other hand, can(continued on page 25)
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The Problem
How to upgrade and increase your microphone
mixing capability without sacrificing your valuable
rack space or your budget.

The Solution

PPM bargraph display. Or 1/4" auxiliary phone
connections, as well as professional XLR inputoutput. Or positive action push-button switching.
And last but not least— better specs across the
board and atwo-year warranty opposed to one.

The new ELX-1R.

You Decide

Here's Why
The ELX-1R is aportable, four-channel mic/line
mixer.
It's half the size of our nearest competitor, the
Shure M267, and fits into asingle rack- mount space.
Think of it. By utilizing two ELX-1R's, you can double
your nixing capabilities in the same amount of space

Naturally, we don't expect you to take our word
on this . . . you have to see for yourself. Contact your
local EV dealer today. Ask for our comparison chart
and an engineering data sheet. Better yet, ask for a
no- pressure demonstration.
We think you'll be pleasantly surprised.

it takes to mount one M267.
Also, it's less expensive than the M267 because
our rack mount is standard—you have to pay for theirs.
And it offers you the kinds of features that thei -s
doesn't . . .
Like half the distortion. Or individual input LED
clip indbators. Or a 10- segment, three- color LED
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Repairing Ailing AM Sampling Systems
by Steve Crowley
Washington DC AM directional array
sampling systems eventually require repair or replacement due to damage or
age. Sometimes, input components of
the antenna monitor can be damaged by
lightning or excessive RF voltage.
Old air-dielectric sampling lines can
take on moisture, also causing unstable
readings. Fluctuating antenna monitor
readings, unaccompanied by corresponding fluctuations in base current
or monitor point readings, are asign of
adefective sampling system.

Use Your
1989 Radio World
Annual to find:
•Top Ten News
Stories of 1988
• Earwaves
•Convention Reviews

Because antenna monitor readings are
aprimary indicator of aproperly functioning antenna system, several FCC
rules apply when any sampling system
modifications are to be made. Applicable rules differ depending on whether
modifications or repairs are being made
as aresponse to abreakdown, or if they
are part of a planned construction
project.
If your sampling system fails, you may
operate for a period not to exceed 120
days without further authority from the
FCC, if all other operating parameters
and monitor point values are within the
limits specified on the station license.
During that time, if repairs result in antenna monitor parameters being restored
to within licensed tolerances, no further
action is necessary.
Beyond restoration
Sometimes restoration is not possible.
Perhaps asampling loop was replaced
with one of adifferent type, or the orientation of the loop is slightly different,
resulting in changed current pickup
from the tower. ( Some older loops are
designed so that they produce acurrent
sample 180 degrees out of phase to those
loops being sold today).
Replacement of transmission line to a
loop can change the input impedance of
that tower, also causing a change in
parameters ( and actual field radiated).
If parameters remain out of tolerance,
arequest must be made to the FCC for

permission to operate with parameters
at variance. Their response will likely
be atelegram allowing such operation
for ninety days. This can usually be extended upon request, especially if progress toward repair can be shown.

CONSULTANT'S
CORNER
While you are operating under special
authority, you can troubleshoot the antenna system to determine why the
parameters have shifted. Field strength
measurements should be performed to
verify that the pattern is still within the
standard pattern envelope. If not, the antenna must be adjusted.
Whether or not adjustments are made,
apartial proof of performance must be
made and filed with FCC Form 302 to
support the new parameters. A modified
license will then be issued.
Replacement or modification
It you are fortunate, you will be able
to plan replacement or modification of
your sampling system. The first step is
to request permission from the FCC to
operate with parameters at variance from
licensed values.
In changes made off the tower (sampling transformer, antenna monitor,
sampling lines not on the tower), you
must record transmitter and antenna
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parameters, and the monitor point
values before and after any such
changes.
The monitor point and base current
readings should remain within licensed
tolerances after the changes. If changes
are made on the towers, apartial proof
must be made to verify radiation is
within the limits authorized.
A request for modification of license
(to reflect the new parameters) must be
submitted within 30 days of the date of
sampling system modification or
replacement. If the changes were made
off the tower, this request can be made
in the form of an informal letter to the
FCC. If the changes are on the tower,
FCC Form 302 must be submitted with
the partial proof.
"Approved" sampling
Pei haps you are building anew station
or have aconstruction permit to modify
an existing directional array. You will
have to install what the FCC refers to as
an "approved" sampling system.
In 1985, the FCC eliminated construction requirements for sampling
systems—the intent being to allow stations to use alternative technology to
monitor directional arrays. You can still
construct asampling system according
to rules in effect before 1January 1986.
If you do, it will be considered
approved.
If you do not comply with the former
rules, approval will come after submission of a year-long stability showing,
consisting of adetailed description of the
sampling system, monthly monitor point
readings and other data.
Most engineers follow the guidelines
of the former rules. They state, in part,
that sampling lines must have a solid
outer conductor. Sampling loops must
be unshielded, of rigid construction,
firmly positioned and mounted near the
point of maximum tower current.
Shielded transformers at the tower
base may be used in lieu of loops (astability showing must be submitted if the
tower is taller than 110 electrical
degrees).
The former rules also state that all
sampling lines for acritical array must
be of the same electrical length. For other
arrays, lines of different length may be
used if the difference is not so great that
predicted phase errors due to phase variation exceed 0.5 degree.
Following good engineering practice
during sampling system installation will
greatly reduce the chance of future
problems. All lines on the tower should
be electrically bonded at regular intervals. At the base of the tower, on the
ground side of any isolation network,
the outer conductor should be securely
grounded.
Sampling loop hardware should be securely tightened to prevent loop movement by wind or climbers. Any extra
transmission line at the base of the tower
should be coiled and fastened down.
If you would like to review the FCC's
sampling system rules, the applicable
sections are 73.68 and 73.69.
II MI II

Steve Crowley is an engineer with the
Washington, DC-based firm of du Treil, Lundin & Rackley. He can be reached at
202-223-6700.
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the radio console business: the
LPB Citation I. Then add the
combined wisdom of ten years
of user feedback and make that
"wish list" of features standard.
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LPB's new low profile Citation II
console.

For flexibility, the ten- mixer
Citation II features three inputs
per mixer with lock-out switching,
two stereo output busses, mixminus capability, mono mixdown
with independent VU, two user
configurable four position auxiliary selectors and programmable
monitor and cue muting for the
first five mixers.
For convenience, a digital clock
and a separate event/cumulative
timer are standard, and every
input has a remote start button
which follows the input selected.

Not just a change for change's
sake, Citation II represents the
"real world" of radio today. For
today's fast- paced air shifts, we
placed all essential controls —
and only the essential controls —
directly in front of the operator.
Lesser- used controls are logically
grouped together on the right.

For durability, Citation II's low
profile front panel is protected by
a tough Lexan ® overlay. And the
entire console is built for long life
and easy maintenance, in the LPB
tradition. Plus, it's value priced
in the LPB tradition as well.
Best of all, Citation II sounds
great, just like our legendary
Citation I.
Before you buy any studio console, talk to a LPB Citation user
(there are hundreds of them, so
finding one won't be hard.) Then
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How to Identify Personalities
vide foreign aid to balance the books.
In four months, Idrove the station to the
top of its marketplace and was even competing with nearby major-market heavy
hitters. Two months later Iwas fired!
How in the world did that happen?
Ididn't keep all the paperwork in orA personal example
der, in atimely fashion. No kidding. I
Are you beginning to see how these
was working twelve to sixteen hour
personality misconnections can cause
days, making friends with advertisers,
tremendous friction within any organisetting up concerts, doing PR work. I
zation?
How about an Analytic boss with a was building the profile of awinning station in the marketplace, but various
Driver subordinate? Not what you might
think to be a common situation, but I pieces of internal management paperwas in one just like this.
Ihave Driver tendencies. Ipride myself in being able to maintain abalance
of the four styles in my personality, but
Iknow that if Istart to get out of balance
Iwill always tip towards Driver.
Well, Iwas in asituation where Iwas
the new Operations Manager of astation
that had been the dog of the market
since its signal first left the antenna. I
took over after its AM sister station
started slipping and could no longer pro(continued from page 20)
not grasp this Utopian vision of the future and can't even begin moving towards it without some facts against
which to measure progress.

Symetrix's
Many Uses
(continued from page 18)
equipment firm, who came up with this
masterful use for the 501.
Say your studio and transmitter are at
different locations. The remote broadcast
you want to do is too far from the studio to "Marti" back (to use acompany
as averb), but it will make the trip to a
Marti antenna on top of your tower.
The obvious best place for the 501
would be after the remote mixer and before the Marti transmitter. If you're at a
remote site with only battery power, try
putting the 501 between the audio output of the Marti and the SCA input.
You Marti from the remote site to the
tower. You receive the remote Marti signal at the transmitter site, demodulate
it and then transmit the remote audio via
SCA back to the studio. From there you
bring it up on the board and fire it back
out to the transmitter for broadcast.
If you have SCAs available, you can do
two simultaneous remotes, providing
you've worked out the cues. A more conservative approach would be to use one
SCA channel for aprogram link and the
other for talkback cues.
PDs like this kind of thinking because
more remote sites mean more visibility.
Sales managers and GMs like it because
more sites mean more remotes and more
revenue. Engineers like it because it
gives them achance to create new systems and secure their futures by keeping them running.
To the selfless production rat, passing
on this kind of information requires tact.
If the engineer can't figure out how to
rig it, he (or she) will probably reject it.
If the GM or sales manager figures the
cost of the rig will outweigh the revenue
possibilities, the idea is also doomed. If
you have any questions about this
specific setup, call Bernie at 800-874-7267.
a
Ty Ford, audio production consultant and
voice talent, can be reached at 301-889-6201
or by MCI mail #347-6635.

work were piling up on my desk.
Problem: My Analytic boss was evaluating my performance on facts, figures
and whether all the proper pieces of information were orderly and in place. I,
on the other hand, was the Driver.
"Don't tell me about Equal Opportunity
Employment forms and time sheets, I'm
conquering amarket out here." We totally missed each other.
The point is that if you want people to
respond favorably to instruction, direction
or persuasion, you must present the information in their social style, not yours.

If you're developing quarterly goals
with your Analytic subordinate, do it
with numbers and other identifiable
facts. If it's an Expressive subordinate,
the same goals should be more visionary. That's not to say that you can't quantify them. Just paint the big picture at the
same time.
To sum it all up, keep these personality differences in mind the next time
you're giving direction, and try to approach the situation as if you're making
asale—because you are.
a
John Cummuta is president of Advanced
Marketing Concepts, Inc., a broadcast
management and marketing consulting firm,
and a regular RW columnist. He can be
reached at 312-969-4400.
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Using Transistors in
Voltage Regulation
This is the tenth installment in a12-part
series called An Introduction to Active
Devices. Readers who have registered with
Northern Virginia Community College can
receive continuing education credits from the
college upon successful completion of an examination administered at the end of this series. To register, contact the Director of Continuing Education, Annandale Campus,
8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, VA
22003, or call 703-323-3159. The fee for the
course is $20.
by Ed Montgomery
Part X of XII
Annandale VA Bipolar and field effect transistors (FETs) can be operated in
both linear and non-linear manners. Linear operation would allow the device to
conduct current continuously with the
output current being controlled by the
Figure 1.
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small changes of current to the base or
voltage to the gate of an FET.
Non-linear operation includes most
digital operations. In this operating
mode the device is usually conducting
at its maximum amount of current (operating in saturation) or it is not conducting at all (cut-off). Transmitters employing pulse-duration modulation apply
this method of solid state operation.
Voltage regulation
An area where active devices often are
used to sense electronic variations in a
system is in the voltage regulation section of a power supply. Often times
power supplies must deliver aspecific
amount of voltage and current to various
components with different operating
parameters.
An example would be apower supply
feeding an audio amplifier. When operated at high volume levels, the final amplifiers may demand alarge amount of
current for peak audio signals. This instantaneous demand can cause momentary drops in voltage and current to the
final amplifier as well as all the preceding driver and preamp stages, resulting
in audio distortion.
Figure 1illustrates aseries regulator circuit consisting of an NPN transistor and

NO VENEER OR PLASTIC,
PLEASE.
I [IM
PACT
DIGITAL AUDIO

a zener diode. Two important factors
must be honored when employing this
type of circuit: the power rating of the
zener diode should not be exceeded,
and—under the worst loading condition—the zener must draw some current.
The unregulated voltage must be least
1volt above the required regulated voltage. The zener diode sets the voltage
Figure 2
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output for the regulator circuit.
Essentially the zener is connected in
parallel with the load. Current supplied
to the load is essentially the same as the
current passing out of the collector of the
transistor. The transistor is operating in
its linear or active region, thus when the
load requires more current, the base current I
B will change. The biasing of the
transistor is changed to allow more current to flow through the load.
A new variation
An improved version of this is illustrated in Figure 2. In this arrangement,
transistor Q2 acts as asensor to voltage
changes. The Q2 transistor forces the series transistor (
Q1)to adjust to the varied requirements of the load.
Changes in line voltage or load requirements are detected by Q2,which
then adjusts the current flow through
Q,. 124 is the resistor used to detect voltage changes forcing Q2 to adjust its
operating level.
Figure 3illustrates how atransistor can
be used as aswitch. This type of acircuit is also known as alogic inverter.
When the input voltage is at 0volts,
or ground potential, there is no biasing
of the transistor. No base current will
flow and the device is cut off. The output voltage on R 3 will equal whatever

V„ equals. If avoltage sufficient enough
to forward bias the emitter-base junction
is applied to the input of the transistor
through R1,the transistor will conduct.
Q, is in parallel with R 3 . When Q,
conducts, it exhibits an extremely low resistance resulting in avery low output
across R 3 . Conversely, when Q, is cut
off, it has avery high resistance permitting current to flow through R 3, developing avoltage.
Normally, this type of circuit would
have Q, operate in either of two modes:
cut-off or saturation. It is known as an
inverter because whatever is done on the
input results in the opposite action taking place on the output. Placing Q, into
saturation shuts off the voltage on R 3 .
Other circuits can be designed that will
not invert the output. For example, if R.,
were connected between the emitter and
ground, the output would not be inverted. It is often more practical, however, to use the inverter circuit because
it is more efficient than other designs.
Figure 3.

R1

If this circuit is employed in alinear
manner with a varying signal on the
base, creating avarying signal on R 3, Q,
will be operating in the manner of an
analog amplifier. A very small variation
of base current will produce a much
larger output on R 3 .
Ill

Ed Montgomery currently is an electronics
teacher at Thomas A. Edison High School
in Fairfax County, VA. He has taught broadcast engineering at Northern Virginia Community College and worked as abroadcast engineer for several radio stations.
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Nothing but solid oak or solid walnut will do! 40- and
80-capacity lazy susan compact disc storage cabinets
in either solid oak or solid walnut.
40- capacity (D) $ 79.95
80-capacity (D) $ 99.95

800-622-0022
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
RICHMOND
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moo qui.i.ive Microphone Amplifier
Eliminate dimmer noise, RF pickup, hum and rolloffs due to long mike cable runs by
mounting this small, rugged, full featured preamp right at the source.
Features: • switchable gain • low cut filter • 48 volt phantom power • phase reverse
switch • output limiter • DC remote gain trimmer.
The unusually quiet, servo controlled, instrumentation amplifier input has excellent
hum and RF rejection and accepts up to + 20dBu. A unique output driver provides
distortion free transformer isolation, absolutely necessary for driving long lines.
Self contained power supply, Dual rack mounting.
Free Detailed Brochure
&Full Specifications
Available

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
328 W Maple Ave Horsham, PA 19044
(215) 443-0330 FAX ( 215) 443-0394

- A HARRIS COMPANY
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DISCOVER THE SECRETS
ID ALONGER LIFE.
Cover constructed of
pob,carbonate materialsjiy long-lasting,
break-resistant use.

Naturally lubricated
concave guides
gently position tape
to allow cartridge
machine to peilbrm
critical guidance.

No pressure pads to
cause troublesome
tape steering and
wear or induce
modulation noise.

High-output, lownoise, 100% laserinspected tape
delivers impressive
frequency response
and higher recording
levelsjbr better
signal-to-noise
performance.

Patented dynamic
tension control system ensures proper
tape-to-head contact,
provides constant
tape tension and
controls tape looping.

Non-rotating hub
reduces wow and
flute eliminates
annoying rotating
hub rattle and
minimizes stop cue
overshoot.

Tape exitslimn the
hubs center instead
of twisting and
curling over the pack,
reducing edge stress
and debris to
prolong life.

Adjustable cam to
coned tape loopIbr maximum hje.

The SeotchCart'lICartridge

A broadcast cartridge that lasts longer isn't worth
much unless it delivers consistently high performance
throughout its useful life.
That's why our revolutionary design makes the
ScotchCarr II cartridge noticeably superior to other
professional broadcast cartridges.
It also sounds better because of 3M's extensive audio
tape experience— over 40 years of successful innovation.

So if you measure acart's value by how much troublefree operation it provides in the long run, talk to your
professional audio dealer or local 3M sales office about the
advantages of the ScotchCarr II cartridge.
Or for afree sample, call International Tapetronics,
3M Broadcasting and Related Products Department at
800-447-0414. (In Alaska or Illinois, call collect 309-828-1381.)
It's no mystery why it performs better. Longer.
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WPLJ's main air studio is equipped with
aStereomixer, cartridge tape players and
aclock and timer panel to facilitate an
in-studio news position.
WABC's air control rooms, designed
nally intended.
in sit-down fashion to facilitate its
Williams feels the change was well
news/talk format, accommodate a
worth the extra effort given the variety
producer's turret and a dual guest
of tasks the AM edit booth would be
turret each with clock and timer; as
called upon to do. In fact, he wouldn't
well as full technical talkback between
hesitate to say that the extra effort put
board operator, producer and studio.
in by all paid off in every studio center.
A host turret with microphone, monitor and headphone control also is
Air studios
provided in the associated on-air and
In both stations' onair and backup air
alternate air studios along with six
studios, PR&E's BMX26 Series III conmicrophone positions.
soles serve at the helm of operations
Because WABC feeds its program to
with Technics SP-15 turntables, Studer
not only the station's transmitter, but to
A807 tape recorders, Micromax stereo
the ABC Radio Network and Yankee
cart players and recorders, Tascam 122
Baseball Network as well, air studios
MKII cassette recorders, Studer CD
have adedicated delay system. In addiplayers and three to five mic positions.
tion, Eventide BD980s serve delay functions through a PR&E delay controller
for remote control of the units from the
producer, guest and host turrets.
Given WABC's many call-in and contest events, the group elected to equip the
AM air studios with console-mounted
To facilitate automatic recordings of Telos 100/1A2 telephone hybrid systems
live microphones, PR&E installed casto call up 30 telephone lines on split
sette skimmer controllers that interface
faders. This intuitive keypad control of all
to the remote control inputs of the Tas- 30 lines can be found in the AM's ascam cassette recorders and the logic conFloor plan for the studios of WABC-AM and WPU-FM
trol of consoles.
The
skimmers,
switch selectable for
bypass or function,
exit from record function with atime delay
to capture the first
few seconds of program following the
turn-off of live mics.
All cassette and cart
recorders also have a
pre-selector.
WPLJ-FM's air studios, designed for the
dynamics of aTop 40
playlist with stand-up
operator
control,
were equipped with
the PR&E broadcast
Dolby SR system for
all cartridge and reelto-reel equipment. To
capture talent personality, PR&E microphone processing module frames are
sociated studio host turrets as well.
connected to BMX-26 input patch faciliThe air studios, as well as other stuties for gate, de-essing, compression and
dios and booths in the facility, also have
equalization characteristics on each mic.
Crown power amplifiers with JBL 4425,
In addition to several guest positions,
4412 or 4408 monitor and/or cue
speakers.

ABC Studios Take Fast Track
Editor's note: Last month, in our first part
of "Fast Track Studios," two Mayflower vans
carrying Cap Cities/ABC's new studio equipment and furniture had taken off, headed for
the Big Apple.
New York stations WABC-AM and WPLJFM, uprooted from their high-rise complex
on the Avenue of the Americas, were being
relocated to 2Penn Plaza, requiring atotally
new fitting of cabinets and equipment, and
some 60 miles of wire and cable.
by Dee McVicker
Part II of II
New York NY On the 17th floor at 2
Penn Plaza, eight studio centers for
WABC-AM and six studio centers for
WPLJ-FM were being readied for installation crews. The cabinetry and equip-

ment, after surviving the trek across
country and passing rigid system tests by
Pacific Recorders & Engineering, were
ready to be assembled.
Since there was little time for review
considerations, studios that were suspect

Iltà41e
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for last-minute changes were put at the
end of the installation schedule.
The stations' two main air control rooms
(WABC, with an associated studio) were
assembled first. The other studios followed: asecondary air studio for WABC
(also with associated studio) and asecondary air studio that also alternates as astereo production studio for WPLJ.
Other facilities in the complex included a stereo production studio for
WABC, a multitrack production studio
for each station, a news control room
(WABC), two news workstations, three
edit booths (one for WABC and two for
WPLJ), and avoice booth for WPLJ.
Between the first and second studio
shipments, ABC Director of Engineering
Al Resnick and Chief Engineer Bill
Krause— along with PR&E's Jack
Williams— took the opportunity to re-

view studio layouts and functions. It became evident that the AM edit booth, intended for dubbing transfers and occasional voicing, would not accommodate
the station's news/talk workload.
The team, weighing the benefits of a
more capable AM edit booth against the
impact a change might have on the
schedule, decided to redesign.
The cabinetry, midway through construction at PR&E's factory and slated for
delivery with the second shipment, was
redesigned to integrate aBMX Series III
console with 14 inputs instead of the 8input Stereomixer control console origi-
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DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET?
YOUR COMPETITION DOES!

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS
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These monitors are state-of-the art instruments of unequalled accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5'
or better on phase) and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of these monitors is a
factor of 10 more stable than instruments that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In addition to the analog DC outputs for remote
control the Model CMR has a multiplexed BCD digital output which can be used to drive the Remote
Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. •

Athens OH 45701 •
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614-593-3150

Production and news studios
Both the AM and FM take advantage
of BMX-26 Series III consoles for their
stereo production studios, and ABX-34
consoles for their multitrack studios. For
full compatibility between production
and on-air functions, the production studios were equipped with much the same
equipment and number of mic positions
as on-air studios.
However, for the variety of tasks that
demand special effects production, stereo production studios were also outfitted with Eventide SP2016 effects processors (with Vocoder ROM) and Eventide
H3000-BUltraHarmonizers, along with
Orban 642B equalizer/filters and Orban
464A co-operators.
The AM and FM multitrack studios
were given these units as well, along
with Otan MX-70 8-track recorders with
(continued on page 32)
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The Revox PR99 MKIII Professional Recorder

2495
At

this machine
business.
Put the PR99
up against the obvious
competition.
Not the cheaper MX50. And certainly not the
Tascam 3030. Put it up against the much higher
priced 5050 BIT. Compare the superior
construction quality of ours with theirs. And
let them try to match our reputation for service
and technical support...With the PR99, you've
got more than atough machine that's tough to
beat. At $2,495, it's impossible to beat.
Take note of these PR99 features: • asolid
die-cast aluminum transport chassis and head
block • record and playback heads built

sarne.to erances as the heads for Studer
multitracks • easily accessible modular electronics
for tough, reliable broadcast performance • an
Autolocator with digital counter in hours, minutes
and seconds • rack mounts standard.
This is ano-nonsense machine that takes you
over radioland's toughest terrain.Taping news call-ins,
downlinking or uplinking satellite feeds, producing
commercial spots-wherever you need to go. it's
radio's all-terrain vehicle that gets you there.
For value and performance over the long haul,
Playa Pro.
STUDER REVOX
The one
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville,TN 37210 ( 615)254-5651
built for
Nev.. York (212) 255-4462. Los Angeles ( 818)780-4234
Studer Revox Ltd., Toronto (416)423-2831
business.
*Price subject to change without notice.

Call your Studer Revox P-crfessiona: Products Dealer for more : nformation about the complete line of Studer Revox Professional P-oducts.
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The

Un
Processor.
Introducing FM ModMinder from
Modulation Sciences
Now you can increase modulation with less
processing, and still stay within FCC limits. Another "miracle processor?" Not at all: Modulation
Sciences' FM ModMinder is The UnProcessor. It
doesn't alter your signal in any way. It gives you
anew, more correct measurement of modulation.
By the most recent FCC standard, your modulation monitor is making you set RMS modulation lower than necessary. That's because it
registers overmodulation on brief overshoots
that it should ignore. FM ModMinder registers
only those longer "events" that the FCC really
cares about. So you can boost modulation by up
to 3 dB if you use moderate processing. Or you
can back off on "nail-it-to-the-wall" processing
while keeping loudness at the max. Either way,
you'll have a signal you can be proud of, and
you'll still be legal— we can prove it. Best of
all, you don't even have to junk your modulation monitor to take advantage of the correct
measuring method— FM ModMinder works
with any stereo-capable demodulator.
FM ModMinder is destined to change the rules
of battle in the "processing wars" of the 1990's.
There's just one catch: Early response tells us
that demand for ModMinder will soon exceed
supply. So if you want to get ajump on the competition, you'd better jump on this revolutionary
product now. Call 800-826-2603 toll-free for complete information and specs on The UnProcessor—
FM ModMinder from Modulation Sciences.

modulation sciences, inc.
115 Myrtle Avenue • Brooklyn, NY 11201
Tel 718-625-7333 • Fax 718-260-8286

modulation sciences
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Touring VOA's Relay Station
by Thomas L. Vernon
Greenville NC Although most of us
have worked in radio for agood number of years, many are unaware of the
scale of international broadcasting taking place in this country.
In June Itoured the Voice of America's
Greenville, NC relay station. Iwas taken
by the size and professionalism of the
operation, and I'll take you inside and
outside the massive facility in this and
upcoming installments of Station
Sketches.
A plant overview
The VOAs Greenville facility is the
largest relay station in its worldwide network and one of three transmitting sites
in the United States.
The plant is made up of three sites,
each about 20 miles apart, surrounding
the city of Greenville. Site C houses administrative offices, the receiving plant,
and master control facilities.
Sites A and B are identical transmitting facilities, each having five 500 kW
and three 250 kW transmitters for VOA
programming, as well as one 50 kW and
two 40 kW communications transmitters
for teletype and program relay service.
Our tour begins at site C. All VOA programming from the Washington, DC
studios is relayed to Greenville for distribution worldwide. The primary feed

is via satellite, although the original
microwave system is preserved for
backup.
Programs not aired at Greenville are

been installed recently.
These receivers are used to monitor
foreign shortwave broadcasters. Their
signals are relayed to the Washington

1

Open wire lines are supported on telephone poles. Shown here, agroup leaving one side of
the RF switching unit leads off to distant curtain and rhombic transmitting antennas.

uplinked via the extensive C-band uplink facilities to other relay stations
worldwide.
Within this 644 acre site are 21 rhombic and two log periodic receiving antennas. These are connected to broadband RF amplifiers and then to apatch
panel, where they are fed to diversity HF
receivers.
Eight of these are 1960s' vintage RCA
units custom built for VOA, although
several state-of-the-art units have also

Mr. Popularity

studios, where they are used by VOA
newswriters to gain an insight on how
news stories are being covered by other
international broadcasters.
Program switching
Next to the receiver room is the master control center, housing a large
crescent-shaped console, where programming from Washington is routed to
either of the transmitter sites. The console operator has alarge computer printout listing times, program duration and
transmitter location, and this operator
manually assigns feeds and adjusts outgoing levels.
When the VOAs modernization is
complete, all program switching will be
automated.
In the unlikely event that both the satellite and microwave feeds from
Washington are lost, arow of Otani reelto-reel recorders stand ready in the back
of the room. They contain foreign language filler programs that can be aired

C_IF

_1

• Satellite Programming
Systems
• Music Systems
al Live Assist
Programming
• Cart Recorders/Players

Now the console you've been waiting for is ready for you. Call your
Bradley professional today for aquotation and prompt delivery.

Carousels)
jI SMC/Otari ARS-1000
Players

Manufacturer's list price for the 12 channel model is only $9900.

• Otan iProduction
Recorders

BRADLEY

• CD Live Assist
Systems

BROADCAST

• Audi- Cord Recorders/
Players

SALES
8101 Cessna Avenue

Transmitter site B
It is about a20 minute drive from site
C to site B where our tour continues.
There's no elevator, so it's along climb
to the observation deck atop the transmitter building. From here we enjoy a
panoramic view of of the 2715 acre site.
This is about as large a transmitting
site as one can build, without encountering physical limitations. For example,
some of the transmission lines are over
a mile long and losses would become
significant if they were much longer.
Beyond the transmitter building is the
RF switching unit, which can connect
any of the 11 transmitters to the 37 antennas on the site. Open wire transmission lines lead off in all directions from
the switching unit.
In the distance, curtain and rhombic antennas can also be seen in all directions.
Each transmitter site has about 400 towers.
Descending from the observation
deck, we enter a large room with a
myriad of large ventillation ducts and
blowers. In addition to air cooling for
transmitter cabinets, all high power
tubes are either water- or vapor-cooled.
Not suprisingly, much of the space in the
transmitter building is devoted to air
conditioning, ducts, plumbing, and water reservoir tanks.
Descending from the HVAC level, we
come to the transmitter area. The control room contains equipment racks with
(continued on page 32)

Serving the broadcasting industry
for over 40 years!

In less than ayear, the Harrison AP- 100 has become our most popular
console. The attraction of this board is more than its great looks. The
affordable AP- 100 has spectacular audio specifications and all the
features you need to handle your most demanding programs.

until problems are corrected.
As the modernization begins to take
shape, the contrast between old and new
is striking, as this is the first major equipment upgrade since the plant was built
in the early '60s.
At one end of the control room are the
equipment racks housing line amps.
These are gray Langevin plug-in units
with 6V6s. In their midst sits a Sound
Technology test set.

800-732-7665

Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879-4177

301-948-0650

Fax: 301-330-7198

SONO-MAG CORPORATION
1833 Hovey Ave., Normal, IL 61761-4394

Where Service and Engineering Make The Difference
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WABC, WPLJ Relocate Studios
(continued from page 28)
auto-locators, variable speed Studer
A730 CD players, and Studer A721 cassette recorders for quality dubbing of advertising demos.
WPLJ-FM's multitrack studio also required Dolby Spectral Recording, which
the group outfitted with the Dolby XP8-SR system for multitrack and the PR&E
Dolby SR for stereo production.
A small voice booth for WPLJ, comprised of a control turret with microphone, monitor and headphone controls
with clock and timer, is located next to the
multitrack studio for announce capability.
The twin FM edit booths, Stereomixerbased with PR&E Dolby SR systems,
supply full editing support of the studios
with Technics SP-15 turntables, Studer
A727 CD players, Micromax recorders,
Tascam 122 MKII cassette recorders, and
Studer A807 tape recorders. Panelmounted Telos hybrids offer editing of
incoming telephone events.
The AM edit booth, changed from a
Stereomixer-based to aBMX-based facility during planning, has a BMX-14 Series III console along with the same editing facilities as the twin FM edit booths
for turntables, cassettes and recorders.
For WABC's news actualities, two news
workstations were outfitted with
Stereomixer control consoles, Micromax
stereo cart players and recorders, Tascam
122 MKII cassette recorders, and Studer
A807 tape recorders.

tiDIs cD•1 5\eçç‘c'
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With full access to source lines, the
news workstations incorporate the Telos
hybrid system as well as an LS-10 line
selector. Pre-wiring was installed for two
additional workstations at afuture time.
The news control room, designated an
air-capable studio, has the BMX-18 Series III console on line with most of the
amenities available to other studios, including a dedicated delay system and
Telos hybrid system.
To keep an eve on the news— and

competition—the group also installed an
AM/FM band monitoring system with
some six to eight car receivers that news
personnel, as well as others in the radio
complex, can tune into at workstations.
The system is "amultipair cable with
audio coming across it," according to CE
Bill Krause. "It feeds part of the distribution system so rather than give everyone aradio, this is alot easier."
Logic control systems, pioneered and
designed by PR&E, orchestrate operator
control at every studio center in the facility. Said Williams, "if you're at aturntable, you can put the console into cue
without having to go to the console and

Fa cilities
Design and

Full design, engineering, testing,
assembly, installation, documentation
and training capabilities.
Operating out of Newport Beach, CA, Allied Broadcast Systems is
set up to handle everything from planning a single low-cost studio
to creating a major turnkey broadcasting complex. Equipped with
assembly and test facilities, a specialized staff of experienced professionals are experts in broadcast project design, construction
and installation. Allied Broadcast Systems personnel will
go in at the very beginning of a project and work
ve"
out the basic requirements, draw up plans
and then orchestrate and manage the
A le
entire job. We've got the goods and
e353
the reputation.

Can Do It All!

Line and program feeds
Fifty-four SDA-8A stereo distribution
amplifiers reside in station terminal
rooms to fan out the wealth of audio
lines needed for each studio on acontinuous line basis. In addition, the DAs

ff . . . WABC . . . has three or
more potentially different
destinations for programming."

Systems Integration

Allied Broadcast Systems

then back to the turntable!'
Station studios and booths also facilitate intercom communication through
the microprocessor-controlled Stentofon
central exchange system.
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marry to a64 x64 master switcher for a
secondary distribution system.
The DAs, with front panel VU meters
showing true input and output levels,
have buffer capability to make up approximately 40 dB of gain—a plus for
WABC's long-distance lines coming from
events staged at sports stadiums.
In the inter-wiring room, where the
wiring from the two terminal rooms
meet, 52-pair and 78-pair Molex blocks
and Molex block wiring harnessing serve
as apermanent, yet versatile interconnection system.
Instead of interconnecting between
punch blocks, where wires can become
frayed and lose their reliability, the
group's engineers now interconnect between Molex blocks with prefabricated
connector-to-connector plug harnesses.
"It's an interconnect system based on
connectors instead of hard contact," said
Williams, asserting that Molex blocks fit

the same footprint and have the same
density as atypical punch block but are
more flexible, reliable and can be restored faster.
While the FM feeds program directly to
its transmitter via aPR&E 8x2 stereo program switcher, with only one delay system
intercepting program from air studios, the
AM requires amore sophisticated delay
network. "You have to look at WABC with
an eye that it has three or more potentially
different destinations for programming,"
Williams said.
The ABC Network, Yankee Baseball
Network and, of course, the transmitter
can simultaneously vie for program from
four air-capable AM studios: the two air
studios, the news control studio and the
stereo production studio.
To deliver delayed program feeds to all
three at the same time, separate Eventide BD980s with SDA-8A distribution
amplifiers occupy the air control studios
and the news control studio and, of
course, the AM terminal room.
To log program, the group borrowed
technology from the consumer market
with the purchase of five VHS HiFi cassette machines. "We record AM on one
channel and FM on one channel," said
Krause.
Krause also plans to make use of the
video channel via security cameras
throughout the facility, and by storing
the recordings on the same cassettes as
program logs.
He also has several other ingenious
ideas for the new facility, now that all onair lights are go. His list of projects,
which range from an annunciator system
to an in-office audio and video monitoring system, suggests that WABC-AM and
WPLJ-FM will indeed need every mile of
its some 60 miles of wire and cable.
Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to RW. To inquire about
her writing service, call 602-899-8916.

Inside VOA Greenville
(continued from page 31)
VFOs for the GE and Continental transmitters, Gates Solid Statesman limiters
for audio processing, and modified Belar AMM-3 modulation monitors. These
monitors were built by Belar to operate
in the 2-30 Mc range and modified to
drive the old remote modulation meters
in the control console.
In one rack is apanel with numerous
key lock switches, each corresponding to
one of the transmitting antennas. Before
tower riggers do maintenance on an antenna, they remove its key from the
panel. This opens an interlock that prevents RF from being accidentally
switched to an antenna undergoing
maintenance.

In the center of the room is acontrol
console where all transmitters may be
controlled and monitored. The operator
has a computer printout listing times,
programs, transmitters, and antennas.
In another area are the control consoles
for the Continental 420-A, 500 kW transmitters. Remote tuning of these units is by
servo control and the console includes an
oscilloscope to assist in tuning.
Next time, we'll continue our tour with
alook at the transmitters, antennas, support services, and training.
Tom Vernon, aregular RW columnist, divides his time among broadcast consulting,
computers and instructional technology. He
can be reached at 717-249-1230.
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P. O. BOX 1089
SMITHFIELD, N. C. 27577
919/934-3135
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BUYERS GUIDE
Audio Consoles

WAVA Applauds Auditronics
by Chip Fetrow, CE
WA VA-FM
Washington DC Roughly two years
ago we began to put an entire production room together under aslightly tight,
but reasonable budget. The most important and difficult decision in selecting
equipment was finding the console.

-lefflt
REPORT
Our wish list originally narrowed to
the 24-input Auditronics 310 console for
several reasons. We have had favorable
experience with our Auditronics 218 onair console—its specifications are very
good, it is user-friendly and has been
very reliable.
Keith Arnett of Broadcast Services discovered that a310 was just not possible
given our budget and all of the other

things we wanted in the room. He suggested the new 400 Series, which had recently been announced, although none
had been delivered.
The console seemed perfect. It had
eight output busses (plus two mono auxiliary) and had an optional 16-track fold
back module, which adds tracks 9-16 to
the standard 8-track fold back module
(included on the 4- and 8-track consoles).
While we are now pleased with the
console, this was not always the case. Although it can be expected with any new
product, delivery was delayed on several
occasions.
Protecting against RF
Since we have a very high RF field
here in our studios and offices, RFI immunity in equipment is of major importance. Having worked in high RF environments for many years, Imade certain the console was installed with single point grounding.
The ground bus to the studio is asix-inch

Wheatstone Handles
WEEI's Diverse Tasks
by Larry S. Vidoli, VP Tech Ops
WEEI-AM
Boston MA When I was told that
Newsradio WEE! in Boston was going to
move to anew facility, my design philosophy was this: keep it straightforward, functional and simple to operate.
The Wheatstone A-20 console lives up
to its reputation for being astraightfor-

Auditronics 400 Series Console
by Chip Fetrow, WAVA-FM
33
Wheatstone A-20 Console
by Larry Vidoli, WEEI-AM

33

Broadcast Electronics Mix
Trak 90 Console
by Mike Maciejewski, WMUS-AM/FM

39

LPB Signature Console
by Dove Schmidt, WAMS-AM

40

RAM/McCurdy SX Series Console
by John Bortowski, WVAZ-FM
41
Broadcast Audio Series
VI Console
by Bill Draper, WRNQ-FM
Auto gram Pacemaker Console
by Clay Freinwald, KBSG-AM/FM

42
43

Radio Systems RS Series Consoles
by Clyde Plunkett, KYMG-FM
44
Also, Technology Updates from Pacific
Recorders & Engineering, Howe Technologies
and LPB.

WAVA's Auditronics mixer has proved reliable.
strap that goes out through the wall to sixinch strap running around the building.
This is connected, again with six-inch
strap, to the strap surrounding the bank
next door, the post office down the street
and the transmitter building 100 feet away.
All of this connects to a grounded
tower, anearby AT&T tower, and the co-

located AM station's ground system..
Installation went fairly well. There was
some very low level RF detection
throughout the console. This was solved
over time by bypassing the power supply sense leads, scraping paint and
grounding module face plates by means
(continued on page 36)

Our Phono Preamp Sounds Best!
Guaranteed!
. .

ward on-air broadcast console.
WEEI morning drive is adual anchor,
fast-paced combo operation. We use a
special rack mounted version of the A-20
alongside our Media Touch automation/live assist system.

I,

The fogitek BPA-200

REPORT
After looking at several other console
manufacturers, Ifound that most were
limited in the number of input channels
available in arack mount configuration.
Wheatstone, however, gave me no less
than nine input channels in a19" rack
mount.
Input uses
Input modules 1-4 are used for mics,
inputs 5 and 6are used for two banks
of cart machines, and number 7input is
for MTS. Inputs 8and 9are for two reelto-reel tape recorders and an alternate
digital audio routing switcher.
The tenth slot houses the two channel
program and audition amps and the
eleventh slot is the control room monitor and cue amps for associated
speakers.
Ialso purchased two other standard
mount A-20 consoles. In astudio we call
Tape Ops, where the operator is constantly moving audio around from
numerous satellite and land line serv(continued on page 46)

Balanced-Input Phono Preamp
Only the BPA-200 has:
• Isolated, passive equalization
• Dip-switch input capacitance settings
• Fully balanced outputs and inputs
• Low-hum toroidal power transformer
• 5-year parts/labor warranty
• Full refund if it doesn't sound better
than what you're using now! ( I5-day approval)

Call 800-231-5870
(Texas, Alaska, Canada 713-782-4592 collect)
for full information, or call your Logitek Instant Action Dealer.

fogitek

Electronic Systems, Inc.

When it has to work right
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No Need For Digital Consoles
by Richard Farrell
Falls Church VA Competition in today's broadcast audio console market is
fierce, with afull field of players offering awide range of models to radio engineers. And as talk of digital-this and
digital-that enters many an industry
catch phrase, the audio console marketplace seems to be saying "no digital need
apply." At least, not yet ...
"From a user point of view, there is
zilch interest in digital consoles," claims
Pacific Recorders & Engineering President Jack Williams. "In all of the systems
we have done, not once has the topic of

WHAT
MAKES
AUDIOPAK
THE CART
YOU CAN
COUNT
ON?

"DEPENDABILITY. Our
final test involves dropping the
cart from shoulder height. AA-4s
clearly maintain azimuth better
than anything else we've found.
Consequently we've used them
exclusively for years. Their performance has been exceptional."
Matt Rule, C.E.
KZST Santa Rosa, CA

digital come up from the customer's
point of view," he says.
Users, according to Williams, are currently more concerned with getting as
many operational features as possible
out of present analog consoles. "Features, features, features—that is what we
are being asked for," says Williams.
Dynamic range unimpressive
Williams downplays digital console
technology for the same kinds of reasons
that most others believe it is not ready
for radio use on-air (most commonly
heard is that adigital console's 16-bit architecture limits its dynamic range to not
much more than 90 dB or so, which
"even moderately priced consoles can
beat," according to Williams).
He views the console market as one
being currently driven by applications
and pricing, not technology. He feels
that there is no present dollar incentive
for manufacturers to create such digital
equipment.
"We are talking about ahuge investment of R gr D dollars;' notes Williams
of any attempts to develop digital
consoles—dollars that the radio industry does not have.
"It is not like CDs, where they are going to build three or four million of them
ayear, making the seven or eight million
they spend on development of a chip
seem like nothing," he says.
Does nothing new
Wheatstone President Gary Snow sees
"no compelling reason" for digital consoles. "To go digital in any area, you have
to do something that was not possible
before. And digital consoles cannot even
nearly approach the performance of analog consoles."
Snow mentions that digital consoles
are more beneficial to the recording industry, but that "even there it is all digitally controlled analog. Why is that?
Why are the newest tape recorders on

the market analog? How is it that when
the digital cart machine came out nobody cared?"
For Snow, even thinking about digital
consoles would not make any sense until everything else in the radio station is
ready to go digital as well.
"There is no advantage to converting
digital source material to analog after the
console," Snow said.

INDUSTRY
ROUNDUP
Snow also wonders how ahypothetical digital console could be marketed to
radio. "If Iwere to build adigital console he says, "how would Irun an advertising campaign that displayed its
benefits? How could Ipersuade the radio engineer? Icould not."
Meanwhile, Auditronics President
Steve Sage also sees digital's use or nonuse in primarily economic terms. "Digital could be done right now— we have
the technology—but is anybody out
there willing to pay for it?" he says. "And
if they were, would listeners notice it?"
he adds.
Never say never
But while it may be true that there is
nearly "zilch" interest in digital consoles
among users, manufacturers will not go
so far as to say there will never be adigital audio console suitable and affordable
enough for on-air radio use.
Snow, for one, feels that in three to five
years the cost of digital console technology may approach that of analog. "Not
that it will replace analog in five years;'
he hastens to add. "Imean that the technology will become more and more digital and less and less analog. But there
will still be analog consoles around until God knows when."
As for his company, does Wheatstone

RUEOCc* (?)
There appears to be confusion over the " NRSC-2" spec.
Remember: it's not a new, second standard—just another way of
looking at the original NRSC "recommendation."

If you're not this satisfied with
your carts, call (800) 522-CART
for more information.

CART AFTER
u%1CART...

Inovonics' NRSC Audio Processor is an easy and very costeffective means of implementing the required audio preemphasis
and cutoff. Its built-in peak controller and "adaptive" preemphasis
work with any existing processing to guarantee compliance with the
NRSC-2 specification, assuming alinear and "clean" RF side of the
system. Spectrum photos prove this time and again. Now prove to
yourself how simple and beneficial NRSC compliance can be.

Inovonics' Model 222 — $590
P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester. VA 22601
Tel ( 800) 522-CART or
(703) 667-8125 • Fax ( 703) 667-6379

Inovonics Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Phone: ( 408) 458-0552 — FAX .458-0554
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plan to attempt the development of a
digital console? "We would be crazy if we
did not try to develop some type of digital line says Snow.
Arrakis Systems President Mike
Palmer feels that analog is at its theoretical limits, and that "there are no real improvements left to be achieved in analog,
unless we go in the direction of superconducting or super-cooled equipment.
"Eventually digital will replace analog,
but it is strictly a function of price
Palmer says. He believes that in the end
whatever audible superiority analog
demonstrates will not be enough to sway
people from going digital.
"When digital is cost-comparable to
analog," says Palmer. "then it will all go
digital, just because of the control capabilities. If we can make digitally controlled analog now, why continue to do
that if we can be digitally controlled digital?"
Palmer ventures aguess at about ten
years before the cost of the two technologies becomes comparable. "In ten
years," says Palmer, " prices will toggle
over, and in the interim people will start
to spend the money when digital is, for
example, $30,000 and analog is $10,000."
Another voice urging caution with regard to digital consoles comes from one
of the current advocates of DAT technology, Radio Systems President Dan
Braverman.
"I think broadcast today is an analog
medium," says Braverman, whose company manufactures cost-effective analog
consoles.
"When you talk about changing over
your entire operation for digital, radio is
just not ready. And you are not going to
see tens of thousands of dollars being expended on aconsole until the rest of the
technology catches up with it."
Braverman also feels that, in ageneral
industry sense, analog consoles are still
not nearly as good as they could be.
"Manufacturers are still doing far from
as well as they can in some very basic
analog considerations like noise and
separation;' says Braverman.
One of the lesser-raised notions when
talk of digital equipment comes up is
that of standards. Certainly no clear
standard for apossible digital future has
emerged, atroubling sign to some.
Standards should not be ignored
"I see adangerous lack of digital systems and standards in the industry, and
Iam alittle worried by the possibility of
somebody spending big money on early
digital equipment that will be worthless
down the road;' says Broadcast Electronics Audio Sales Manager Bob Arnold.
Arnold's concern is that manufacturers,
in their understandable zeal to release the
hottest new digital equipment in the future, might leave behind those users
whose digital education may be lacking.
"We need to learn more before any
complete conversion takes place," Arnold argues. 'The emphasis now should
be on the standards and not installing
the equipment. There needs to be a
greater addressing of compatibility and
personnel training."
"Education is the key; at the SBE level,
or perhaps the NAB," says Arnold.
But even when those discussions begin, Arnold is predicting the usual controversy surrounding the introduction of
any new technology to the radio industry. He promises, "the AM stereo war
will be nothing compared to what lies
ahead in digital standards."

PLATINUM Te SERIES
1-60 kW SOLID-STATE VHF TV TRANSMITTERS

DX SERIES
10-5D kW AND HIGHER* DIGITAL SO:AD-STATE AM TRANSMITTERS

At Harris, we've sat our sights on the future of b-oadcasting. And every day, more AM, FM and TV broadcast stations
around the world are reaping th?, benefits: Higher efficiency.
Enhanced performance. Easier operation. Reduced
maintenance. Increased reLiability.
Harris' forward-think ng design engineers have worked
wi:h broadcasters to produce some o the most advanced—
and most widely acclaimed— products in our history. Our
patented digitally-modulated DX Series AM transmitters, all
solid-stale and single tube PlatinumTM Series VHF TV transmitters,
high efficiency MSDC UHF TV t
-ansmitters, and field-proven
55 watt THE- 1FM exciter are ready for you today. Each is a
breakthrough product in its category.
Fcr more information on these and other Harris RF products,
call tolVree (800) 4- HARRIS, Ext 3C20. Outside the continental
US, fax your request to (217) 224-2764.

THE- 1
.55 WATT SOLID-STATE FM EXCITER

(WI

HARRIS

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF BROADCASTING

Harris Broadcast Division • Marketing Department
P.O Box 4290 • Quincy, IL USA 62305-4290
*Call us for DX applications to 500 kW.
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Auditronics Gets OK from WAVA
(continued from page 33)
of aground lug on acontrol shaft to a
ground trace. Other simple typical RFI
fixes helped set things right.
Preamp chip problem
But there was amajor problem. It was
with amic preamp chip—made by another manufacturer, used by Auditronics
in the early 400 Series.
Although many 400 Series users have
this preamp chip and experience no
problems, due in large part to the extremely high RF level at our studio these
preamps were more like radios than
preamps. Our station, as well as others

nearby and not so nearby, were heard in
the monitor speakers and console outputs.
We tried all kinds of bypassing, shielding, common mode chokes and even input transformers. We could make it
work, we found, but bandwidth was
limited to just above 20 kHz. Neither Auditronics nor Iwere satisfied with the
results.
Auditronics made up two sets of modified modules for me to try. One had a
mic preamp similar to my 200 with transformer inputs. The other had the mic
preamp daughter board from the 310
console. Both of these worked well.

Get
One
Free!

Ipreferred not to have transformers,
and Auditronics agreed. They allowed
me to keep the modified modules until
they had the new modules in production. They then provided me with the
new modules. (By the way, the 200 now
uses these same mic preamps.)
Bob Greenwald, senior design engineer at Auditronics, was instrumental
in all of this work. He was cooperative
and understanding, especially when I
was exasperated and, Iam sure, at times,
unreasonable. Also, Keith Arnett of
Broadcast Services should be given a
gold star for his help.
On several occasions Auditronics had

Now, buy any three Radio Systems studio products at our already- low direct prices, and get
the fourth free. Mix and match as you like! You
write the order.
The savings are tremendous. Consider just one
example: Order three TM-2R timers and one
stereo DA16. Our normal low price would be
$820; you pay only $495.
Call Radio Systems, your factory-direct source.
No dealers, no markup, just great products.
Call 1-800-523-2133 to order today.
TM-2R Our popular remoteable six-digit
up-timer. Crystal reference.
DA16 Stereo 2x8distribution amplifier.
Individually adjustable, active
balanced outputs.
DA8 Mono 1x8distribution amplifier.
CL-2 Digital time-of-day clock, 12 or 24
hours.
-PA- 1 The industry's best phono preamp.

RaD113 SYSTEMS INC.

110 High Hill Road

$165.
$325.
$255.
$145.
$225.

P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458

609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133 • FAX 609/467-3044
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more than just asimple modification to
install. Rather than shipping the box of
modules to me, they shipped to Keith.
Keith then drove here and helped with
the installation.
Now the good news. The console has
been operating perfectly since the
modifications. The normal air staff, with
few exceptions, has been able to operate the console with very little training.
The console has eight program outputs. From the stereo modules in the
normal (non-reversed) stereo mode, the
even numbered outputs feed the right
channel and the odd feed the left.
Production made easy
Each of these busses feeds asub master mixing module which also pans left
and right. Buttons 1and 2are red, as is
a button on the sub master module,
which allows people who do simple
production to "push the red buttons"
and do normal stereo production. Each
module has two auxiliary bus outputs.
These busses are both mono and can
be pre- and post-fader. This can be useful for mono effects like pre H-3000 Harmonizers or setting up mix-minuses for
satellite remotes or telephone hybrid
feeds.
There is not extensive switching for
outboard processors, so if you want
them assignable to any input module, an
external patch bay or switching matrix
must be used. Each module also has cue
and solo.
The reason solo is used is to hear small
parts of mixes or single items, usually
with effects. It is more useful in live
recording sessions when you might
want to hear the way the whole drum
kit is mixed than in aradio production
setup.
The console has extensive logic inputs
and outputs. The module can start and
stop an external device or the external
device can turn on and off the module.
Each module has aswitchable external processing loop, which may be used
for processing dedicated to that module,
for instance switchable mic processing.
The optional EQ modules, which fit in
the "dashboard" area under the meter
bridge used yet another processing loop
that is not switchable.
EQ modules
The EQ module has I/O switching
built into it. Speaking of the EQ modules, they are pretty interesting. They
use the controls on the front panel to adjust VCAs that change the EQ rather
than just the resistance in an RC circuit.
We opted for analog metering for cost
reasons. Bar graph meters are available.
After all of our problems, we were often asked if we would do it again.
Frankly, I would never want to go
through the process we went through
again, but Iwould buy another 400.
It is how problems are handled that
marks asuperior company, and it is because of this experience with both
Broadcast Services and Auditronics and
my previous experience with our 218
that my positive opinion is reinforced.
Both companies worked together to provide us with agreat console.
Chip Fetrow is aradio amateur, private pilot and avid scuba diver. He is also chairman
of SBE Chapter 37 in Washington, DC. He
may be reached at: 703-534-0320.
For more information on the Auditronics
400 Series console, contact Murray Shields
at Auditronics: 901-362-1350, or circle
Reader Service 99.
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Famous Radio Systems stereo LED meters, previously only
available on our console line, are now packaged for
stand-alone use.

t

DM- R1 Single Meter Rack Mount

These beautiful, high definition meters are tricolored and
switchable for peak level or VU indication. One double
sized segment lights and holds to display audio peaks.
Internal, independent level sets are provided for left,
right and peak-hold channels.
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The meters are available in acounter top box, or rack
mounted in groups of 1, 2, 3, or 5 meters. The meter can
also be purchased with abracket and bezel for custom
mounting. Every meter is provided with acompanion
power supply/amplifier board that provides all operating
voltages and balanced audio inputs.

DM- R2 Dual Meter Rack Mount
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DM- R3 Three Meter Rack Mount

SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE: Stereo, LED
•

SEGMENTS: 18 x 2green to — 3VU, 10 x2yellow to 0 VU,

10 x 2 red to + 3VU, 1 peak hold, 73 total.
RESPONSE: Peak or VU ( switchable)
•

lidEll0 Sti MI«

44

AUDIO INPUT: Balanced/Bridging ( 40K ohms)
SENSITIVITY: —24 dbm ( 50 mv)
MAXIMUM INPUT LEVEL: +10 dbm ( 2.5 y)

DM- R5 Five Meter Rack Mount

Contact Your Favorite
Distributor or call:

Rama SYSTEMS INC.

110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 • 800/523 -2133 • FAX 609467-3044
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Radiomixer: Economical Quali
by Anders Madsen,
Mktg & Sales Mgr
Pacific Recorders &
Engineering Corp.

puts for hybrid #1, hybrid #2; composite and split-track mixes for taping; a
telco mix monitor; and a meter panel
fully equipped with true VU meters,
clock and timer.

Carlsbad CA in designing Radiomixer, we first established that its control surface and appearance would be
similar to our BMX line of consoles and
then generated alist of features that we
felt would be the necessary ingredients
to this design.

TECHNOLOGY
UPDATE
These included: input modules with
two selectable inputs, control logic, the
ability to be assignable to two stereo program busses and an Off-Line Mix System. Mic modules equipped with transformerless preamplifiers, pan pots and
phantom powering capability were also
desired.
Other ingredients included stereo line
modules equipped with instrumentation
input preamplifiers, an input mode
selector and an electronic latching cue.
Logic control systems that would be
compatible with existing interfaces, cables and remote control panels, as well
as with our other consoles and mixers,
were seen as necessary.
And finally, we wanted the following:
two stereo program outputs and one
monaural output, all equipped with distribution amplifiers; telco system out-

Construction begins
We limited the number of mainframe
sizes we would manufacture, utilized
simpler construction techniques, incorporated new technology and previously
proven components, combined module
functions and standardized additional
features.
We elected to produce only two mainframe sizes: 12- and 20-input module capacity. This allowed us to build more of
each size, and minimize the variety of inventory required to support more sizes.
We decided to retain the 1/
4"thick anodized aluminum end panels and trim
rails for the perimeter of the mainframe.
The computer-milled end panels yield
precisely located assembly holes and
supply the stiffness required for structural integrity.
But the mainframe area which houses
the plug-in modules (the "bucket")
would be different from the card frames
of our BMX, AMX and ABX consoles,
which are built with aluminum panels,
struts, trusses, rivets and other techniques appropriate to a more complex
and physically large assembly.
One-piece card frame
The Radiomixer card frame is aformed
one-piece unit. Into this card frame is
placed the Radiomixer mother board,

which carries the connectors for the
module printed circuit cards on the top
side and the console I/O Molex connectors on the bottom side.
This provided aconsiderable savings
over the construction style of the BMX,
AMX and ABX series, which use along
linear shielded mother board for power,
logic and signal bussing and discreet
wiring of audio and logic signals to a
rear-mounted user connector panel.
The module panels for BMX, AMX
and ABX consoles are constructed using
abrushed anodized aluminum extrusion
with alaminated aluminum inlay.
Radiomixer input modules use the
new Aphex differential VCA to control
mix level in place of the expensive stereo audio faders and associated buffer
amplifiers used in our other consoles.
VCA restraints
The use of any VCA imposes several
constraints not experienced by passive
fader designs. Dynamic range, noise,
headroom and distortion are not constant factors but change under the various signal and control conditions normally experienced by afader.
We established the fader in-hand attenuation at — 10 dB, in contrast to our
passive fader designs of — 15 dB, to optimize the Dynamic Range = Signal +
Operating Headroom equation for the
VCA. The input modules maintain our
standard input headroom specification
of 30 dB, with aVCA SNR of 82 dB.
Additional technology and components were borrowed liberally from other

consoles, including: the transformerless
microphone preamp function module
from Stereomixer; the instrumentation
line input preamplifier and line output
power amplifier function modules from
BMX, AMX and ABX; and apower supply derived from the BMX Series II.
While combining multiple functions
into one module does not reduce the
cost of electronic components, it does reduce assembly time and hardware cost
in terms of front panels, printed circuit
boards and connectors.
For example, Radiomixer's stereo output module combines both stereo program amplifiers and their four VU meter buffer/drivers onto one printed circuit
assembly.
It is less expensive to manufacture a
greater quantity of astandard configuration than asmaller quantity of optional
equipment. With Radiomixer we elected
to limit options to Input, Studio Monitor and Remote Line Selector modules
and tape remote control panels.
Radiomixer is supplied with the Telco
Mix & Mono Output module, clock and
timer. Its control panel is standard. This
is in addition to the power supply, connector kit, tool kit, spare parts kit and
manual, which are also standard with all
our consoles.
In the final analysis, Radiomixer incorporates years of console design experience and the latest in audio technology. Its performance and features—
particularly its Off-Line Telco Mix
System—should compare favorably with
much larger consoles while retaining its
affordability.
For more information on the Radiomixer,
contact the author at: 619-438-3911, or circle Reader Service 85.

Little Noisemaker.

This little gray box is about to have abig effect on the way you
test your audio equipment.
No longer will you have to bother with individual tones to set
proper audio levels. With Delta's SNG-1 Stereo Noise Generator
you can make avariety of tests with true stereo noise, all at the flip
of aswitch.
You'll get amuch more realistic view of what your equipment
is doing. Whether you prefer white, pink, or USASI noise spectra,
the SNG-1 provides it, in both continuous and pulsed output modes.
Say goodbye to hit or miss processor adjustments using varying
program material. The award-winning SNG-1 spans the entire frequency
range, so you'll cover the highs, the lows, and everything in between.
The external gate input permits an infinite variety of pulse
shapes and durations so you can test your equipment to the absolute

fullest. For standalone convenience simply switch to the internal
pulse mode.
With the SNG-1 you'll always get an accurate and repeatable
standard to base your measurements on. And for only $495, there's
no bigger value.
To discover how the Little Noisemaker can help you in abig
way, call or write today. And be sure to ask for your free copy of
Delta's Noise Primer, "Employ Some Noise." Delta Electronics, Inc.,
5730 General Washington
Drive, P.O. Box 11268,
The Above Standard
Alexandria, VA 22312.
Industry Standard.
Phone: ( 703) 354-3350,
FAX: ( 703) 354-0216,
DELTA ELECTRONICS
Atai
Telex: 90-1963.
01989 Delta Electronics, Inc.
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MT 90 Meets Needs of WMUS
Broadcast Electronics'
Console Features an
18- Channel Mainframe
by Mike Maciejewski, CE
WMUS-AM/FM
Muskegon- Grand Rapids Ml When
shopping for anew audio console you
look for features that will fulfill your facility's current needs and, hopefully, any
anticipated (or perhaps unanticipated)
future needs. The Broadcast Electronics
Mix Trak 90 (MT 90) console was
designed to accomplish these things.
Aside from many of the standard features one would expect in an audio console, the MT 90 has afew unique qualities that set it apart from other consoles.

USER
REPORT
Its 18-channel mainframe measures 4'
wide and 25" deep. The large size allows
for modules that are two inches wide,
giving the console a very uncrowded,
comfortable feel, which definitely helps
to eliminate operator fatigue.
All I/O connectors enter on the bottom
of the console and the entire chassis remains stationary. Not having hinged

Recent upgrades have been announced to All's Vanguard Series
eight- and twelve-mixer consoles.
A new modular front panel design
has been developed for easier service
and assembly. The panel accepts a
new drop-in flat panel switching array featuring sealed, snap-action
switches that are completely impervious to airborne and liquid pollutants.
Additional inputs to both the headphone and monitoring amplifiers are
also provided. Stylistic changes include asubdued, more mainstream
color scheme with rich oak trim.
Vanguard consoles are all dual-bus
stereo boards with extra mono sum
outputs from both program channels.
All input and output switching is digitally controlled and all level adjustments use DC-controlled dbxTm
VCAs.
For more information on the Vanguard Series upgrades, contact Sam
Wenzel at All: 215-443-0330, or circle
Reader Service 95.

MKT inc
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HIGH PERFORMANCE AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

• \ ew front panel programmable composite STL's
• New directly programmable FM composite receiver.
• New option; for syncronous boosters and translator ,
•New FM power levels: 2, 10, 20, 30, 80, 100, 200, 250
;00, 800, 1000, 1500, 1800, 2000, 3000, 3500, and 15000 1\
BEXT INC.
739 Fifth Ave.
TLX 229882

619-239-8462
San Diego CA 92101
FAX 619-239-8474
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(vertical) access to the connectors
presents no problem if all the console
connections are brought out to punch
blocks. (Maybe BE could sell apre-wired
punch block harness for the console as
an option.)

BE s Mix

Trak

an end of message signal input from the
previous source (easier to watch than to
put into words!).
Another innovative feature is the capability of synchronizing the built-in digital clock to network audio. Here is how

90 gives WMUS room to grow

The meter bridge is hinged and allows
access to the summing, output and remote control circuit boards and permits
the input modules to be removed.
Many options available
All of the input modules are user
programmable, via circuit board jumpers, for avariety of options. One of the
more interesting options is separate mix
busses for program speech and program
music. The ability to separately process
speech and music sources gives greater
flexibility in audio processing choices.
An example of this would be using
reverb or stereo enhancement on music
sources that would be undesirable to
have on all sources. The outputs of the
external processing devices are then
returned to the console and summed to
create acomposite program output.
There are also jumpers on the input
modules for assignment to any of three
auxiliary mix busses, providing great
mix-minus facilities.
The source remote control functions
are optoisolated transistor outputs. This
eases the difficulty of interfacing the
differing command polarities found in
various types of gear. It also eliminates
the ground loop problems created by the
common non- optoisolated transistor
switching found in other consoles.
Source sequencer
When equipped with source remote
cards, the Mix Trak 90 has the ability to
function as asource sequencer. Great for
live assist operation, the input modules
have an "arm" button that readies the
source on that channel to be started by
RON RADIO COMM,Inc.

P.O. Box 201 Brightwaters, NY 11718
"We Specialize in High Schools Fe
Colleges...

NRSC COMPLIANCE:
•Inovonics ADD ON NRSC
Processor $ 520
@Energy Onix NRSC Processor
$ 52Œ
allnat 1
lindes Tri -Maze AM
NRSC Processor $ 1595
Call RON RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS For All
Your Equipment Needs. We
offer Leasing Thru Dacom
Financial Services, All The
Major Brands at Competitive
Prices...Call RON RADIO for
your next quote...
1 — 800 — 666 — 3525
Circle 47 On Reader Service Card

it works: the audio is input to the clock
and the clock jogs the time plus or minus atenth of asecond at the top of the
hour ( depending on whether the clock
leads or lags the audio.)
This correction seems to work effectively, but the clock needs to be initially
set accurately.
Thorough documentation
The technical manual for the Mix Trak
90 is superb. All the features in the world
cannot make up for alack of documentation, and there is no shortage of information here.

The manual is indexed into sections.
The installation section thoroughly
describes all of the set-up and options,
including many pictorials of the modules
and circuit boards that offer detailed
notes on option jumper placement.
It is certainly easier to look at adrawing than to dig through text to find the
information you are looking for. Each
module and circuit board has its own
section in the manual that includes theory of operation and yet more pictorials
(certainly nice for troubleshooting).
As with any complex piece of equipment, you might expect an overlooked
problem or two. An apparent wiring error had the microphone phantom power
supply polarity reversed. This was corrected by reversing two wires in the cable from the power supply chassis to the
mainframe.
The other difficulty we have encountered is the design of the studio
talkback module. It was designed to
function for acontrol room to announce
booth situation, and was not suitable
for talkback operation between two MT
90 consoles. But rest assured: BE is
working on this one.
@
Mike Maciejewski may he reached at:
616-798-1149.
For more information on the Mix Trak 90,
contact Bob Arnold at Broadcast Electronics:
217-224-9600, or circle Reader Service 97.
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LPB's Signature Makes Its Mark
by Dave Schmidt, CE
WAMS-AM
Wilmington DE Searching for the
words that best describe LPB Signature
consoles, those that come to mind are:
"No problems!"
We have been involved with LPB Signature consoles for many years. Our
company has always made them our first
choice for any station that asked for a
good, dependable console.
Its selectable inputs for each of the
channels make source selection easy, and
gives the operator the pleasure of smooth
operation. If achange has to be made, it

can generally be done in a matter of
minutes.
How well do the Signature consoles
hold up under tough operating conditions? We have installed them in private
schools and universities, which we feel
really puts any piece of equipment to its
maximum test of durability. The results?
No problems after years of hard use.
Smooth hook-ups possible
The layout inside the consoles is an engineering dream. The large barrier strip
terminals, clearly marked, make for a
smooth hook-up (unlike the very tough
wedge- in- the- small- hole- and- screw-

I//1INTRODUCES THE

down terminals).
After you have done afew installations
of the Signature consoles, you can generally do 75% of the hook-up without even
looking at the detailed instruction book.

REPORT
In the event of aproblem, LPB has always given us full support with needed
parts and has always answered our technical questions (as few as need to be
asked).

TASCAM 3030

If apot needs to be changed or aswitch
needs servicing, there is plenty of room
in which to work and the problem can
usually be corrected in afew minutes.
Have they always worked when turned
on for the first time? Yes. In most cases,
the console is on for good from that moment.
Built to last
Construction of the console makes it
look like it is built to last—we have not
been let down in that department.
And in high RF fields we have found
the console to be RFfree (even in the immediate area of a10,000 W AM transmitter, RF is not present).
The movie guy gives "thumbs up" for
agood movie review; we can do the same
with the Signature consoles.
Dave Schmidt works as acontract engineer
for Mid-Atlantic Radio Service. He may be
reached at: 302-654-8881.
For more information on Signature Series
consoles, contact John Tiedeck at LPB: 215644-1123, or circle Reader Service 81.

3030 Features

0111

•Balanced In/Out ( XLR)
•Unbalanced In/Out
•Amorphus Heads
•250/320 nWblm Selectable
•2Track 2Channel R/P
•4Track 2Channel Play
•Real Time Counter
•Locate Due, Locate Zero
•dbx Type INoise Reduction
• ± 10% Pitch Control
•Bias Fine Tune
•Mic Inputs
•RC-204 Optional Remote Control
•RM-10A Optional Rack Mount

TUNED IN

List Price $ 2250.00
PROFESSIONAL FEATURES
The cost effective approach to broadcast two track audio production. The 3030 has a 4 head
system...2 track 2- channel erase, record, reproduce and 4- track 2- channel reproduce...plus
71/, / 15 ips operation as well as switchable 250/320 nWb/m operating levels.
The 3030 has both + 4 dBm balanced and - 10 dBu unbalanced input/output for easy interface
to any et-listing system. Cobalt amorphous heads combine eHtreme durability and eHcellent
saturation characteristics for greatly eHtended headroom that, coupled with dbR type I
professional noise reduction guarantees outstanding audio performance.

PRODUCTION READY
The new TfISCIIM 3030 has a real-time tape counter and Ruto Cue Mark and Dupli-Sync
(second deck control) allows the user to mark a spot; quickly find that spot with search to cue,
hit play and automatically put a dubbing deck into record during spot production work.

Call PAS for current pricing and delivery

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SUPPLY

5700 E Loop 820 South
Fort Worth, TH 76119-7050
800-433-7668 • 817-483-7474
F811 817-483-9952
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People ... Harris Corp. has appointed Harvey Baker to the post of
vice president of manufacturing for
the company's broadcast division
headquartered in Quincy, IL.
He will be responsible for assembly,
testing, metal fabrication and machining, materials management and
manufacturing engineering. Baker
comes to the broadcast division after
11 years with the Harris Graphics
Corporation in Dover, NH.
Meanwhile, Jorgen Ravn has been
named to the newly created position
of sales director for Valley International. Ravn joins the company from
dbx, where he was regional sales
manager.
Microwave Radio Corp. has recently appointed Sal Coraccio operations manager, with responsibilities
for manufacturing, purchasing and
manufacturing services. The 30-year
microwave industry veteran will report directly to Microwave Radio
President and CEO Robert Morrill.
Lands Olympics contract ... The
largest single order yet for its remote
pickup links (RPL) has been received
by Moseley Associates from Radio
Nacional España. Ordering 50 RPL
4000 units, Spanish National Radio
will use the equipment in conjunction
with its current effort to establish a
new network for the 1992 Olympic
Games in Barcelona, Spain.
What's in a name ... The NAB's
new nationwide awards recognizing
outstanding stations and personalities
in the radio industry will be named
the Marconi Radio Awards, it was announced recently.
The awards, which will be
presented at the Radio '89 convention
in New Orleans September 13-16, will
be presented for: stations outstanding
in their format, air personality (or
team) of the year, network/syndicated
personalilty of the year and legendary
station.
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Howe Design Goes "Wireless"
by Bill Laletin, VP Eng
Howe Technologies Corp.

number of monitor and output modules,
without any special connections.

Boulder CO In adeparture from conventional console wisdom (taking a50%
electronics, 50% copper wire approach),
the HoweTech Series 10K "Wifeless" console utilizes amulti-layer backplane containing all the audio, logic and power circuits required in the mainframe.
Outboard connections to the console
are made at the remotely located User Interface Panel (UIP) via quick-connect cables and 37-pin DB connectors mounted
directly underneath the backplane.

High slew rate amps
Throughout the console, conventional
circuits have been replaced with minimum feedback designs. By using high
slew rate amplifiers in symmetric circuits, flat frequency response and wide
phase margin are built in from the beginning.
Thus, THD approaches the limits of
measurement, and troublesome dynamic errors such as asymmetric slew
rates, poor overload recovery, local stage
saturation and other transient distortions
are minimized.
The usual proliferation of electrolytic
capacitors (with their attendant phase
shift and dielectric absorption problems)
has also been eliminated in the 10K; an
active DC servo design guarantees
proper operation throughout the life of
the console.
Most critical in any audio console is
the input preamplifier. The 10K's mic
preamp employs eight ultra-low noise
PNP transistors, symmetrically connected to two high-speed amplifiers in
an instrumentation amp topology.
By operating the transistors in the current mode, non-linear distortion
products are considerably reduced while
symmetric design cancels the residual
distortion. Passive RFI filtering and dual
DC servos make the preamp sonically
transparent to the most demanding transients.
VCAs were chosen for level control.
Since commercially available VCA mod(continued on page 44)

TECHNOLO GY

UPDATE

Console installation often requires
hours of "on-your-back" wiring and assembly. But with the 10K, by separating
it into two parts—the mainframe and the
UIP—installation time is reduced to a
few hours. All user connections are located in the UIP, which communicates
with the mainframe through a set of
quick-connect cables.
Remote interface card, cable
Each mainframe module is supplied
with its own remote interface card and
cable. These can be mounted in any order in the UIP. Small personality boards
plug into the back of the interface cards
to provide various machine interfaces
and special I/O functions.
All connections to the UIP are from the
front. Thus, installation should be both

The HoweTech Series 10K utilizes backplane design.

faster and easier, and any subsequent wiring modifications can be made without
disturbing the console or the operator.
In amodular console, the internal connection scheme is the prime factor
governing the flexibility and userfriendliness of the complete system.
HoweTech chose apassive backplane design for the 10K, which incorporates
many parallel circuits.
The multi-layered backplane provides
192 separate circuit connections at each
module position across the width of the
mainframe, allowing modules to be located in virtually any order. The modules connect through gold-plated, 96-pin
Euroconnectors (DIN41612), providing
both self-aligning connection and environmental protection.
Audio signals differentiated
To reduce crosstalk and RFI, every audio signal in the backplane is fully

differential. In addition, the foil patterns
on the backplane have been designed to
simulate actual co-axial cable: each audio circuit pair is completely surrounded
by ground plane, just as it would be inside of foil-shielded coax.
This Virtual CoaxTM design provides
all of the shielding required, without the
problems associated with point-to-point
wiring.
The 10K uses aproprietary dual bus
architecture, which completely eliminates inter-module wiring. A differential
sum bus is provided for each basic audio signal (four primary stereo busses,
stereo Cue and Solo and a mono talkback bus).
A bus summing module converts
these "virtual ground" signals into the
differential voltage mode signals of the
line bus, available via the parallel backplane at every module position. These
line level signals can be utilized by any

RAM SX Blends Ease
Of Use, Performance
by John Bortowski, CE
WVAZ-FM
Oak Park IL When new ownership
carne to our station last year they looked
at the air studio and asked: how can we
get abetter sound, make the jocks happy
and not spend agreat deal of money?
We decided that anew console was in
order, one that could meet some stringent requirements. It had to sound great
in ahigh RF environment (we have an
AM tower on the roof, 50' from the studio), be easy for talent to operate and not
cost an arm and aleg.

MU?

REPORT

After searching through stacks of catalogs from various manufacturers, we
found that the RAM/McCurdy SX Series
hybrid console fulfilled our needs most
accurately. The SL! and MMI modules
come from the venerable McCurdy Radio of Toronto.
McCurdy has been making consoles
for 40 years, and these modules have the
best specs yet. Their published SNR of
greater than 90 dB is, in fact, very con-

servative.
The hybrid works this way: RAM takes
the McCurdy modules, adds a few of
their own, puts them in arock-solid case
and calls the console the SX Series.
Better than original
The SX otters an advantage over the
original series S because it has in-line
utility bays that allow you to place
equalizers, compressors, or an assortment of input select modules in line with
each input module. We ordered the stereo 2x1 and 6x1selectors.
The console does not have amother
board. This design eliminates those
pesky edge connector problems and lessens the precision necessary to insert a
module when the console is hot.
The audio inputs and logic hook
directly to the module on Molex mini-fit
junior connectors. The audio busses and
power supply are connected by aribbon
cable with lockdown levers that prevent
accidental disconnection.
With the mother-boardless design, the
true audiophile or logicphile has the option to configure the console exactly as
he or she wishes. Mic and line modules
can be mixed and matched in the standard frame sizes of 12-, 18- and 26-input
(continued on page 45)

AUTOMATIC
II

SWITCH TO SECONDARY OR TERTIARY
STEREO INPUTS ON PRIMARY LOSS OF
CHANNEL

•

SWITCH TO SECONDARY OR TERTIARY
STEREO INPUTS ON PRIMARY LOSS
OF AUDIO

•

LOSS OF CHANNEL CORRECTION

•

AUDIO POLARITY CORRECTION

•

User programmed sequence and time delays

•

On-line audio monitoring and stereo audio
switching

II

Microprocessor based

II

Audio error alarms and level matching
AND MORE... CALL OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

77 Kreiger Lane, Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-5472
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Series VI Wins Over WRNQ-FM
by Bill Draper, CE
WRNQ-FM
Poughkeepsie NY It took eight years
of studies, applications, changes in location, hearings and delays before WRNQFM was able to go on the air. When the
owners asked me to go ahead and choose
the equipment to build their new FM, I
was faced with an array of choices.
Choosing a console used to be easy.
The first time Ihad the chance to build
a new station some 30 years ago there
were three manufacturers offering one or
two boards. Now, more than a dozen

REPORT
companies vie for a station's attention
with a mind boggling assortment of
styles, sizes and prices.
That is why Program Director Joe Ryan
and Ispent a lot of time in the exhibit
hall at Radio '88 looking over all of the
console offerings. WRNQ was planned
as asatellite-delivered music format, totally automated except for weekday
morning drive.
Therefore the console had to be versatile enough to handle the live show
and double as aproduction facility for
the rest of the day.
After sliding all the pots, pushing all

the buttons and watching lots of blinking lights at all of the convention booths,
the PD and the CE came to the same
conclusion (how often does that happen?): we both wanted the Broadcast Audio (BA) Series VI console.

The most attractive
feature of the Broadcast
Audio line is its modular
construction . . .
Joe liked the layout, simplicity of operation and features such as its built-in
event timer and headphone EQ.
Having installed and operated BA Series IV boards at two other stations, Iwas
impressed with the fact that the new series retains the best of that earlier design
while adding many new features. Ialso
knew that the console could handle
production tasks.
More channels in smaller frame
The most attractive feature of the
Broadcast Audio line is its modular construction, which uses one basic mixer for
either mic or line inputs. Each of the line
outputs as well as cue and headphone
use the same universal amplifier card,
and all of these modules can be removed
or inserted with the power on.
At first glance the Series VI looks the

BUY!
SELL!
TRADE!

Allied has been serving the needs of broadcasters for used radio equipment since the
late 1960's. Veteran broadcasters are the
"heart" of the equipment exchange business at Allied. Call on Jim or Chuck— their
expertise is unparalleled.
We accept TRADE-INS,
SELL NEW & USED gear
& selectively BUY used
equipment.
FAX US AT 317-966-6321
Circle 59 On Reader Service Card
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same as the Series IV until you realize
that David Evans and his crew at Broadcast Audio have produced amore narrow mixer, one that allows 16 channels
in the same frame space as did the old
12-channel board. Also, the unit's profile has been lowered by allowing the
chassis to be recessed 21/
2"into the desk.
The basic System 16 configuration that
we selected has 10 mixers plus the headphone/monitor control module. The rest
of the space is occupied by blank filler
panels. We rearranged these to provide
space between the three mic mixers and
three cart mixers, with another blank to
separate the remaining pots.
This helps give the operator aquick
visual reference without having to look
for numbers or labels. The remaining

*t.
WRNQ's Van Ritchie mans the station's
Broadcast Audio Series VI console.

blank spaces provide a handy writing
surface or aplace to install your own accessory switches, buttons„ lamps, bells
and whistles.
Among other improvements are DB-25
connectors, which bring the three inputs
to each mixer. Earlier boards used aturret terminal arrangement that was not
too popular with those of us who had
to wire them up.
Simplified interfacing
Interfacing the remote control of tape
machines and CD players has also been
simplified in the Series VI with the addition of 17 open collector outputs,
which can be strapped to the logic from
the selected input of any mixer. Four relays are also provided for speaker muting and machine control where open collectors cannot be used.
Other nice touches are LED indicators
for the input and output selector
switches and the cue bus. A peak flasher
is also built into each of the seven VU
meters. (There are separate L- R meters
RON RADIO COMM Inc.
P.O. Box 201
Brightwaters, NY 11718
"Professional Broadcast Engineers"

I Energy Onix FM Transmitters
from 100 Watts to 60 KW.
Call for Pricing Information...
•Proven Grounded Grid Design
•Solid State Exciter &
Independent IPA
•Solid State BYPASSIBLE
Controller
•America's only 7.5 KW
transmitter ( Priced under
$ 25,000)
•Automatic Power Output
Available in Single or 3 Phase
Leasing Thru Dacom Financial 1
Services
1 — 800 — 666 — 3525
Circle 2On Reader Service Card

for Program, Audition, Utility and Mono
output.)
Broadcast Audio has also thoughtfully
included two sheets of color-matched
labels for every input/output you could
ever conceive of. (Well, almost; EBS and
RPU labels are among the missing.)
Despite a72-hour burn-in at the factory, a couple of problems developed
right after we powered up the console.
A resistor in the 30 V supply line of one
mixer went up in smoke immediately
and ashort time later one of the output
amps quit putting out.
However, both problems were promptly
repaired by the factory and the equipment
has been running flawlessly since.
RF held in check
Since the studio would be located at
the studio/transmitter facility of WKIPAM, RFI immunity was a major consideration. Iam pleased to report that a
3" ground strap bolted to the console
frame, along with careful shielding, have
kept the RF gremlins at bay.
Performance tests met or exceeded all
the specs. We were looking for response
of ±.5dB from 20-20,000 Hz, but the meter on our VU never moved in that range.
It finally rolled off to — 1at 60,000 Hz.
The input headroom of 30 dB should foil
all but the most determined efforts to
produce distortion.
At noon on aFriday, the start of the
July 4th weekend, flashguns flashed, TV
recorders rolled and the Broadcast Audio console was the center of attention.
Rockin' Easy Q-92 was finally on the air!
us •
Following atour as base communications
officer at Dharan Air Force Base in Saudi
Arabia, Bill Draper inexplicably decided to
begin a32 year career in broadcast engineering. At last count he has done work for 18
radio stations in the Hudson Valley, from A
to Y (Albany to Yonkers).
For more information on the Broadcast Audio Series VI console, contact David Evans
at: 916-635-1048, or circle Reader Service 94.

UiMga BRIEF
Arrakis Systems has introduced the
12,000 Series audio console. Available
in three mainframe sizes (8-, 18- and
28- channel), the console offers such
design features as Penny & Giles 3000
Series slide faders, ITT Schadow
switches and gold connectors.
The totally modular console also
offers VCA controlled faders, three stereo output busses and a universal
mainframe design that allows any
module to be placed anywhere
desired.
Optional modules for mono mix
down, stereo output DAs and remote
selector are also available. For more information on the 12,000 Series, contact
Greg Friedman at Arrakis: 303-2242248, or circle Reader Service 88.

COMPACT

DISCS

NEED TO BE dial
CLEANED TO
PREVENT
"ON AIR"
DISASTERS eef.
Nitty Gritty makes the only motorized, professionalgrade CD cleaning machine that is capable of
"perfectly"cleaning your station's valuable collection.
$170 in vinyl $230 in oak. Four models of record
cleaners also available. Priced from $ 270.
Nitty Gritty, 4650 Arrow Hwy. * F4, Montclair, CA 91763
714/625-5525
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Pacemaker Leads Way at KBSG
by Clay Freinwald, CE
KBSG-AM/FM
Seattle WA When KBSG's new
owners, Viacom, recently decided to
move the station from Tacoma to Seattle, the first items on the new equipment
list were the mixing consoles that would
be the heart of the four new studios.

USER
REPORT

8and IC-W consoles over the years. In
fact, we had been using two of the IClOs for the last 10 to 15 years at the station, and even though they are not as
elaborate as the new units that are
replacing them, they were built like the
famous outback and never seem to fail.
So Iasked for more information on the
Pacemaker.
Autogram sent me pictures and
preliminary information about the 6- and
8-channel models. The 6-channel is
unique, with eight inputs for each of its
channels.
The 8-channel Model 828 featured two

We chose 2-track and multitrack con
soles from Auditronics for the air, but it
was in the selection of the news studio
console that the process became bogged
down.
KBSG, an oldies format, does a
limited amount of news. Therefore I
could not justify another large console.
Iwanted aboard that would operate in
amanner similar to the others in order
to maintain adegree of uniformity (slide
pots, start and stop buttons, built-in
timers, stereo-capable, built-in machine
controls, etc). The console also had to
be small.
My search through the catalogs and
conversations with vendors turned up
units that were either nothing more than
glorified rack-mounted mixers or units
inputs for the first six channels and eight
Ivith questionable track records.
inputs on channels seven and eight. A
nice touch was that each of the inputs
A new console shown
had its own machine controls.
Ihis was until 1met Matt Meaney of
Each console has six output channels:
Broadcast Supply West (BSW), who told
Program (L & R) Audition (L & R) Mono
me of anew product from Autogram that
(from either Program or Audition) and
was being introduced at the 1989 NAB
Mix-Minus (amono mix from each of the
show.
mix channels).
The company was going to introduce
anew line of consoles with 6, 8and 10
Console fits needs
channels. It would be called the
It was only alittle over two feet wide,
Pacemaker line, an outgrowth of the
which was perfect. Sight unseen, Iplaced
R/TV-20 line.
my order for the 8-channel Model 828.
Ihad installed several Autogram AC-

A couple of days after NAB, Iwent
over to BSW to pick up my new news
room console and bring it to the shop
and here is what Ifound.
The rig is atypical Autogram—a Texas
Whiteface with engraved panel, easy to
read labels, three VU meters and the
usual Autogram " understand- at- aglance" panel layout.
Other nice touches are its colored
SchadowTm selector switchers that permit the operator to see which buttons are
pushed and also offer provisions to label the input selector bottoms without
having to resort to impression labels.

trois per board while channels 7 and
8 ( the ones with eight inputs) have audio inputs and controls on separate
boards.
The remaining boards are used for
Program, Audition, Mono and MixMinus monitor and headphone functions. A feature Iparticularly like is the
way they handle mic preamps. The console can be equipped with two mic
preamp boards, each containing four mic
preamps. You can then wire the mic
preamps where you want them.
A word on the Pacemaker's method of
(continued on page 46)

A 111Briebe%
Wag 111INIV- 11-1V
ANTENNAS,

INC.

Puts
your signal
in it's place!
And the mentality of operators was obviously in mind when Autogram colored
the Start buttons green and the Stop buttons red, asystem that Ifail to understand why other console makers do not
adopt.

If you need a quality
antenna, you need:
JAMPRO ANTENNAS, INC.
The really experienced one
for over 30 years.

Impressive construction
Inside the console are some real
treats. The entire console, except for the
power supply, is based on mother/
daughter construction, using nice glass
boards. Each of the two-input channels
(1 through 6) have two machine con-

Take Me Out To The Ball Game
Or just take me out. The STLX extender/
console puts you on the air when you're on
the road.
With the STLX, when you leave the studio
you don't leave studio quality behind. The
built-in Cœnrex Dual-Line frequency
extender with multiband noise reduction will
deliver full program audio on two dial telephone lines—anywhere in the world.
And everything you need is all together in
one professional package. This is astudioquality console that's rugged enough for the
road, with afour- input mixer (Penny & Gilet
faders are standard), complete telephone
interface, full monitor system with talkback,
AGC, PA feed and more. An optional battery
pack is available as well as acustom shipping
case that will stand up to the airlines.
For more information on how Comrex can
help your road games, call or write C,omrex
Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
(508) 263-1800. TVVX 710-347-1049. FAX
(508) 635-0401. 1-800-237-1776.

JAHD CP
Arrowhead
Screen Dipole

JSDP CP Spiral
Broadband Antenna

— 1—

-

JBBP FM Antenna
Balanced Excitation

JAMPRO is the world leader in
custom-designed, directional,
CP antennas.
•With over 1600 of our penetrators
delivered, more stations have
penetrated their market.
•Our custom-made directional antennas
are operating world wide.
• Full-scale antenna measurements on
JAMPRO's all-year, all-weather
test range.
•We custom- make tower structures to
duplicate your's, for optimum results.
•Ask about JAMPRO's low- power
educational packages.
Give us your requirements and see
how fast we produce

JAMPRO Antennas, Inc.
6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383-1177 eTelex: 377321
FAX ( 916) 383-1182
Circle 51 On Reader Service Card
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RS Series Features Flexibility
by Clyde Plunkett, CE
KYMG-FM
Anchorage AK When Anchorage's
Coma) Broadcasting began broadcasting
as KYMG on 1January, 1989, three Radio Systems RS-18 consoles took to the
air as well.
In shopping for consoles, I had to
choose carefully; KYMG required aboard
that could both support our all-CD Century 21 A/C format, and work equally
well in Control, Production and News.

REPORT
Ialso wanted aconsole that was easy
to install, because Iwas cramped for
time. (In October, we were still shopping
for consoles and atransmitter; sign-on
was set for midnight of New Year's Eve
and we could not wait for aconsole that
took several days to install.)
Design impressed
The RS Series boards turned out to be
a superb choice. This is an affordable
console. But it impressed me with capabilities and flexibility that Ifound elsewhere only on consoles that cost literally two or three times more.
Flexibility is the important word here;
the RS-18 and its sisters, the RS-6 and

RS-12, are built intelligently. Open collector logic is provided for remote starting of cart decks and most other sources.
The connection is made on apush-on,
five-pin connector for each channel and
can be jumper-selected for holding or
pulsed operation. (Jumpers are used
throughout the console to make programming of input level, muting, timer
start and so forth quite simple.)
Most equipment hooks right up to the
console, but for unusual interface applications, Radio Systems offers amenu of
optional interface cards. The cards
mount inside the RS-18 against the rear
bulkhead and connect to the input control cards with ribbon cable.
Included are basic interface cards,

. . . the RS- 18 and
its sisters, the RS-6
and RS- 12, are built
intelligently.
which provide dry relay closures to start
our Otani open reel decks, Technics CD
players and any other equipment that
needs such closures.
Interface to carts
The cart machine interface cards cause
the channel on/off bulbs of the RS-18 to
emulate the flash sequences of our nine

Exciter Excellence

BE Phase Trak 90 cart decks.
(These cards also allow automatic cart
sequencing and provide remote channel
on/off, lamp voltages and logic functions.)
Turntable synchronizers are included
to keep Technics turntables in step with
the on/off instruction from the console.
The RS Series provides linear Penny
& Giles faders, controlling dbx 2150-A
VCAs. SNR figures run 88 dB or better
for line level sources and distortion is
nominally .02% through the audio spectrum.
Wiring is straightforward. A handy
feature of the RS Series board is its input architecture; the gain of any input
(not just any channel) may be changed
with a simple combination of plug-in
jumpers and color-coded Input Attenuator DIP carriers. Any input accepts any
level from — 60 to + 10 dBm.
Easy setup
The input architecture, in addition to
the jumper-settable logic, help setup to
go smoothly. For example, you may
choose to set input 1-A as a mic-level,
speaker-muting input, while 1-B is set to
accept aconsumer-grade, unbalanced CD
player—non-muting—with timer start.
Our fleet of Technics SL-P1200 CD
players are interfaced this way. What a
treat, not worrying about $200 matching
boxes or homemade amps with mystery
parts!
Audio inputs are via differentially
balanced instrumentation amplifiers.
Outputs are active balanced, adjustable
from 0 to + 10 dBm, with maximum

rated at + 22 dBm. Headphone and cue
amps are nice and beefy. You will need
to order a monitor amp separately.
Input and output wiring is easy, using
push-on connectors, but for real convenience we chose optional wiring harnesses, which bring all audio ins, outs
and patch points to punchblocks. This
sped our installation along nicely and
should make future wiring changes simple.
Our application is not agood test of
the console's RF performance, but it
seems well designed in that regard, with
virtually no audio on ribbon cable and
the console guts are surrounded by
metal, with oak only for trim.
Convention talk
One reason Ichose the console traces
to an anecdote Iheard at the Denver SBE
convention. A college user told me he
had accidentally wired AC into the console and damaged it. Radio Systems
promptly and graciously provided parts
and service under warranty.
The factory also offers around-theclock technical support and Federal Express warranty parts delivery, although
Ihave not had to use it.
As Imentioned, Radio Systems RS Series consoles are available in 6-, 12-, and
18-channel versions. Given the design
and interface capabilities of the console,
and with aprice range of $4000 to $9000,
they are an excellent investment.
au
Clyde Plunkett is acertified AM and FM
engineer and senior member of the SBE and
Class 1NARTE. He has worked as KYMG 's
chief engineer since fall of 1988. He may be
reached at: 907-272-5945.
For more information on the Radio Systems
RS Series consoles, contact Paul McLane at:
800-523-2133, or circle Reader Service 87.

Howe Takes New Tack
(continued from page 41)

Northeast Broadcast Lab knows RF. And we
know you'll agree that there's never been an
Exciter with performance like this: THD and
IMD 0.003% max. 93 dB typical S/N. Solid
50 watt MOSFET power output even under
mismatch conditions.
Move up to state-of-the-art RF. Call Northeast Broadcast Lab for complete details!
ir ral•
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NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.
"Serving The Broadcast Industry Since 1961"

NEW YORK
P.O. Box 1179
S. GLENS FALLS, NY 12803
Tel: 518-793-2181
Fax: 518-793-7423

PENNSYLVANIA
P O. Box 565
SOUTHAMPTON. PA 18966

NEW HAMPSHIRE
P.O. Box 406
AUBURN, NH 03032

Tel 215-322-2227

Tel: 603-483-1002

Fax 2/5-953-0523

Fax: 603-483-2352
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ules did not meet the distortion and
headroom requirements, anew class-A
VCA was developed in house.
Once again, high slew rate symmetric
design provided an elegant solution: for
normal signal levels, the overall distortion of the VCA (at all fader positions)
runs below .002%. An eight-breakpoint
mapping circuit translates fader position
into audio level control using the longest effective mixing range possible.
Low-resistance JFET switches are employed in anew circuit design that incorporates controlled switching speed
and special charge balancing techniques
to virtually eliminate static DC errors and
transient charge injection.
Audio consoles are often required to
drive substantial lengths of cable, terminated with difficult loads. Anticipating
this situation, the 10K output amplifiers
have been designed to supply over 60 V
peak-to-peak into 600 ohms.
Eliminates external DAs
With afull power bandwidth in excess
of 100 kHz (slew rate greater than 80 V
per its), these amplifiers can drive the
standard console lamps to full brilliance
at less than .003% THD. This output
capability should eliminate the need for
external distribution amplifiers in most
applications.
The external power supply provides
well-regulated DC to the backplane, with
asubstantial brown-out margin. In addition, each module has an on-card
secondary regulation for its power sup-

plies, with up to 20,000 iLF of on-card
charge storage.
The universal backplane also allows
the 10K to be set up as aproduction console, with four stereo or eight mono outputs, plus cue, solo and talkback.
Each input module features two selectable inputs, with full logic-follow-audio
capability. Four stereo busses, cue, solo
and talkback are standard, with crosspoint switches for noise-free operation;
LEDs adjacent to the buttons provide
complete status information.
Additional logic
Additional logic includes multiple mic
mute busses and selectable "NEXT" sequencing on all line modules. Each input module is provided with aspace for
the installation of optional functions,
and amultiband equalizer and compressor/noise gate are also available.
An automatic mix-minus function in
each Telco interface module eliminates
the need for adedicated mix-minus bus.
Instead, echo-cancelling logic in the
Telco module performs the mix-minus
function directly for each incoming
phone line (two per module), accommodating any number of telephone
lines.
With afull selection of standard configurations, modules and metering available, the Howe Tech 10K is equally at
home on the air or in production.
For more information on the Series 10K
console, contact the author at: 303 4444693,
or circle Reader Service 90.
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Citation 11 Surpasses Original
by John Tiedeck
Applications Eng Mgr
LPB, Incorporated
Frazer PA Over the past ten years,
LPB's Citation Iaudio console has built
a track record for clean audio performance, reliability and longevity.
The major design goal for our new Citation II console was to bring the same
qualities of the Citation Ito a "low profile" design. We also wanted to incorporate as much as possible of the long
"wish list" of features we had compiled
over ten years of user feedback.

TECHNOLOGY
UPDATE
After extensive development and testing, the 10-channel Citation II was introduced at 1989 NAB. At the show, the
first feature engineers and Dis alike mentioned was the logical, uncluttered layout.
Most-used controls within reach
All of the essential controls are located
in front of the operator, with no nonessential buttons, faders or pots to distract the eye or confuse the fingers. Lessoften- used controls are grouped
separately on the right.
Looking at the channel strip, each
channel has three inputs with lock-out
switching, two stereo output busses, mixminus capability and mono mix down.
Every channel has a remote start
momentary pushbutton that follows the
input selected by the operator. The first
five channels also offer programmable
monitor and cue muting.
Plug-in stereo preamps for each mixing channel have switches to select
mono or stereo input. The mic preamps
can also select high, mid or low gain and
an external processing loop.
For convenience, adigital clock and an
improved event/cumulative timer are
standard equipment. Five illuminated
VU meters with LED peak indicators
monitor levels on the two stereo output
busses as well as the mono mix-down
bus.

configurable four- position auxiliary
selectors.
These can function as additional inputs, output directors or external inputs
to the studio monitor, headphones and

even the VU meters (for setting levels of
external signals). Engineers should appreciate that the Program and Audition
Masters are switchable to "DJ-proof" internal level control.

The Citation II's front panel is protected by a tough Lexan Tm overlay,
while Penny & Giles linear faders are
used throughout.
Also, the entire front panel opens to
provide easy access to the console's interior. There, you will find clearly identified barrier strip terminals that make it
easy to install aCitation II, add new input sources or alter the internal configuration.
The extremely high quality of today's
audio sources demands exceptional audio performance from every link in the
broadcast signal chain. The Citation Il's
signal path is engineered to do justice to
everything from CDs to DAT to new
high-performance cart machines.
For more information, contact the author
at: 215-644-1123, or circle Reader Service 92.

RAM Console is Operator-Friendly
(continued from page 41)

modules. Logic may also be arranged to
suit your specific needs.
We have our cart machines wired so
that the voltage required to drive the
on/off lamps is derived from the cart machine. This provides apositive visual indication on the console of exactly what
function the cart is in (e.g., ready, run,
cue). When the cart is finished, asecondary tone turns the module off, which
helps prevent operator error and
tightens up the show.
Use with CD player
On the CD players, we hooked up the
pause and ran open collectors to also
give indication of machine functions,
When the CD loads and cues up it goes
into pause mode, thus activating the
module off lamp. When the talent sees
the off lamp lit up, they know the CD
is ready to air. This feature has prevented

NRSC

many potential on-air errors.
Let's face it, the days of engineers running consoles is pretty much over. These
days, the console not only has to sound
great, but must also be very easy to use.
Talent is frequently afraid of new technology. But this console induces no such
fear. When asource is on the air, abright
"On Air" LED indicator lights. It is very
easy to figure out what is on the air and
what is not. The modules are simple and
friendly. The headphone and monitor
level controls are easy to find, rugged
and unencumbered by a multitude of
buttons.
This console has the features you
would find on aconsole costing twice as
much.
Such features include Penny & Giles
conductive plastic faders, VCA monitor
control and balanced inputs, outputs
and patch points. Internal jumpering
provides solid state switching of the

audio busses.
Dual utility busses are useful for mixminus applications. The busses may be
set up with jumpers so that no talent interaction is necessary.
And since the audition module is
identical to the program module (except
for jumpers), it is easy to swap in an
emergency. And speaking of emergencies, RAM has avery efficient module
replacement program; all modules are
kept in stock, ready for delivery.
The RAM SX Series console gave us the
features we were looking for and more.
aaa
John Bortowski has been an engineer in
Chicago radio for over 20 years. When not
behind the desk, he enjoys swinging golf
clubs in parts unknown. He may be reached
at: 312-524-3200.
For more information on the SX Series,
contact Ron Mitchell at: 312-358-3330, or
circle Reader Service 93.

OR FM STEREO

am

Auxiliary selectors
On the right are the metering select
controls, as well as other operating status controls, including two userElectron Processing

AA
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P.O. Box 708 Medford, NY -11763

NEW PRODUCTS:
sIRFW-DD Signal Intensifier

Increases the signal level of your Wireless
Mike System. 15db pre- amps that operate
on all wireless mike frequencies. Just place
it in your antenna lead for greatly
i
mproved wireless mike operation.

aRFW-3 Multi- Rcvr

Coupler

This unit allows you to hook 3 Wireless
'Mike Receivers to one antenna.

•WIRELESS F. I. METER

Measures the RF Output of your wireless
transmitter.

•SPEAKER-TAPP

High quality audio from any PA System
without direct connection. Strap the
highly directional probe to the front of
any nearby speaker and you have instant
clean audio without room noise.

Available thru RON RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS,INC.
Circle 66 On Reader Service Card

THE MOST POWERFUL TOOL IN AM AND FM AUDIO PROCESSING
The TRI MAZE is acomplete stand alone audio processor requiring nothing more than pure source material for
total performance.
FM — Designed to feed the multiplex input of all existing stereo generators, as opposed to working around the problems
of existing processors.
AM — Complete NRSC compliance, total processing for a LOT less than 5Gs.
SOME OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCWDE:
ZERO HYSTERESIS POST FILTER CLIPPING for up to 2dB of increased loudness without composite clipping.
TIME DOMAIN CONTOURED INTEGRATED RELEASE TIMES, that specifically treat time intervals associated with frequencies in the three
bands of processing providing the ultimate in transparency.
PEAK MIX DOWN METERING makes set up as simple as your home stereo.

If you're looking for a rich, smooth, big dimension sound for thousands less, TRI MAZE . . .

CONTACT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR CALL DIRECT

Ihnot lihinds) Inc
Circle 21 On Reader Service Card

1-203-935-9066
1-203-935-9242
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Autogram Sets Pace at KBSG

making aserious mistake. The pricing,
too, will surprise you.
If you are ever in Seattle, come take a
look.

(continued from page 43)
I/O connections. Autogram has used
Buchanan connectors throughout. These
make connections to the console a
breeze. You simply grab your "Greenie,"
put the wires in the holes of the connector, tighten and push onto the desired
location.
Inputs can be moved from channel to
channel in seconds—nice, for those
working in places where console layouts
can change as often as the jocks do.

Clay Freinwald has been in AM/FM and TV
broadcasting in the Seattle/Tacoma area for
30 years and writes for his local SBE chapter's monthly newsletter, the Waveguide. His
hobby is Amateur Radio (K7CR), where he
is chairman of the Western Washington frequency coordinating organization. He may be
reached at: 206-624-9797.
For more information on the Pacemaker
console line, contact Ernie Ankele at: 214424-8585, or circle Reader Service 82.

Easy access
How Melt have you felt like you were
working under the dash of acar as you
tried to change apot on aconsole? That
is not the case here. All of the items on
the front panel—pots, switches, etc—are
plugged in. So you simply unplug the
defective pot, take it to the shop and solder away, right side up!
The power supply is on the inside (no

R.L. HOOVER
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineer

11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac MD 20854
301-983-0054
Member Af CC!

ill •

wall warts here). In fact, the only things
you have to add are acue speaker and
monitor amplifier and you are ready to
go.
The Model 828 Pacemaker met or exceeded all of Autogram's claims, using
state of the art chips and transformerless
design. Its performance is bound to be
great.
Future suggestions
But, OK, %.% hat about the gripes? (I
have the first Pacemaker console.)
For starters, the push buttons need additional illumination. They are too dim
for bright locations. The console needs
to be supplied with an extender board
for ease of service.
And the technical manual needs to include board layouts, parts lists, typical
voltages and waveforms, etc. (Iwish
broadcast equipment makers would read
acouple of Motorola or GE land mobile

R.J. GRANDMAISON. P.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER
Applications and Rulemakings
112(3 Split Rail Lane
Fairfax Station, VA 22039
1703) 764-0513
Member AFCCE

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
•Installation • Field Service

Experienced & Affordable
4250 East Powell Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121

24 Hr: (702) 454-2085

SPENCER

BROADCAST
The Radio Station
Specialists

Chuck Spencer
Phoenix, AZ
602-242-2211
FM Study
Program
FM Searches Within
The Budget of
Anyone Who Owns
An IBM-PC
L.R.C.

TOWER NETWORK SERVICES
Tower inspections & Maintenance
Pressure Vat Guy Treating

Service like you've never seen
We do high volume e LOW
214-891-0555
404-699-2620

PRICES

DALLAS
ATLANTA

FCC's Engineering
AM,FM and TV Data
Bases for your PC
Call today to request atree sample

Communications Data
Services
6105 E Arlington Blvd

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041

Hilton Head Is , SC 29928

703-824-5660

(803) 785-4445

800-523-3117
Member AFCCE

Consulting Communications
Engineers
• FCC Data Bases

• FCC

Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631 -1338

- Member

AFCCE"

Routine Maintenance
Ground Systems
Painting

Structural Design Modifications

602-322-6989

5 Gracefield Road

Light Replacement

Digital Tension Measurements

Falls Church VA 22044
(703) 534-0034

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

Tower Services:

SOFTWARE
FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting

V

Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
IA 50613
319-266-7435

Cedar Falls,

John Nix
l'O Box 13244

Salem. OR 97309

503-581-4056

technical manuals ... they might learn
alot.)
All in all, the Autogram Pacemaker
console is agreat little unit that ushers
Autogram into the 1990s. The 10-channel
version is certainly going to put the old
workhorse IC-W out to pasture.
So if you are in a small to medium
market station and are in the market for
anew board and you do not take alook
at the Autogram Pacemaker, you are

Wheatstone Suits WEEI
(continued from page 33)
ices, the A-20 is aperfect solution.
The audio is recorded raw on four
different reel-to-reels, and then edited to
carts or cassettes as needed. There are no
mic inputs in this A-20, only high level
inputs. The program and audition channels and associated metering, as well as
the on-board timer, are indispensable
since some of our audio is turned around
immediately for on-air use.
In the news studio
The third A-20 is used in Record Booth
#3. This is afull all-news production studio for doing one-on-one interviews,
wraps, telephone interviews, etc. The A20 is so straightforward that little or no
operator training was required when we
built our new studio.
Noise and distortion figures are excellent, with total separation between channels and aflat frequency response.
The logic control of audio assures absolutely noiseless switching with sealed
relays. Starting and stopping of cart
machines or reel-to-reels is handled with
isolated contact closures. Another plus
is the multiturn pots for program and
audition level control.
The control room module is designed
for external inputs as well as on board
monitoring. Studio speaker muting with

mic on is programmable with a dip
switch.
In our on-air rack-mounted unit we accomplished a mix-minus modification
with relative ease. In this case we rerouted the mic audio around the monitor module to keep it out at the speaker
system.
The power supply is an external 31/
2"
rack mounted version and can be placed
virtually anywhere.
The concept of using no mother board
is new, and ribbon cables with crimp-on
connectors are certainly hi-tech, however, Imight be concerned about their
longevity.
The DB-25 connectors underneath are
standard and can be purchased anywhere. The use of #327 bulbs for the
channel ON and OFF switches gives a
bright indication of which condition you
are in. But the newer, high intensity
LEDs would have been abetter choice.
All in all, for awell-designed, easy to
operate and maintain console that costs
under $10,000, the Wheatstone A-20, in
my opinion, cannot be beat.
n
Larry Vidoli may he reached at:
617-242-5900.
For more information on the A-20 console,
contact Pattye Bagshaw at Wheatstone: 315455-7740, or circle Reader Service 84.

20 years Erperienee

EVANS ASSOCIATES
01111111111,1111.11,

kngince,

FCC Applications, Design
8 Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay

Rd.

Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000
Member AFC( I

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING
Butai 8c Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743
603/542-6784

MI STUDY for YOUR PC
Fast, precise, and cost effective!
Monthly data base updates available
Cad today to request afree sample

Communications Data Services
6105 E Arlington Blvd
Falls Church VA 22044
(703) 534-0034
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'WHY DIDN'T SOMEONE THINK OF
THIS BEFORE?
A FAST-PACED PRODUCTION CONSOLE
T

HE WHEATSTONE SP- 6 AUDIO CONSOLE
lets production people quickly accomplish
8and 16- track work, yet easily handle routine
transfers and dubbing operations. With its
unique tack monitor section it can facilitate
simultaneous stereo mixdown during the multitrack bed session — almost halving typical production time cycles. Input channels are laid out
just like an air console, with machine starts
below the channel fader, so staff familiar with
an- air consoles can quickly become comfortable in the production environment.
For those interested in more advanced techniques, the SP- 6 employs a powerful talent
monitor section designed to rapidly call up live
mic and track combinations, making difficult
punch- ins abreeze. Standard SP- 6input channel equalizers are more comprehensive than

those supplied as optional items on competing products, allowing much greater creative
freedom. Input channel auxiliary send sections
are designed to be the most versatile in the
industry, providing 4different auxiliary buses to
allow digital delay, reverb, talent foldback, and
mix- minus feeds. Stereo input channels can
provide either mono or stereo effects sends.
Even more, the SP- 6 has 4 auxiliary effects
return inputs that allow effects to be recorded
onto the multitrack or sent to the monitor buses.

The SP- 6provides independent headphone.
control room and studio monitor feeds, as well
as stereo cue solo. Control room and studio
mute and tally functions are independently
dipswitch selectable on individual input channels. Additional studio modules may be ordered
to accommodate larger, multi- studio installations. The SP- 6 may be configured with any
combination of mono and stereo input modules, in mainframe sizes ranging from 16 to
32 or more inputs. The console is available
in either an 8- track production format or a 4
stereo subgroup TV master control configuration. So why not profit from Wheatstone 's
experience and reputation? Ca us today and
learn more.

4

Wheatstone Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY 13211

TEL 315-455-7)40 tf-IX 315-454-8104
Cir:le 72 On Reader Service Card

GO WITH THE WINNERS.

DYNAMAX CTR10 SERIES

"The Dynamax CTR10 Series is the most
reliable and cost-effective cartridge
machine available. Five of our stations
use them and ten more
facilities will be reequipped
with CTR1Os over the next
few years as old gear
needs replacement."
Lindy Williams
V.P. Engineering
Lotus Communications
Corporation

Fidelipac Corporation
El P.O. Box 808
CI Moorestown, NJ 08057
U.S.A.
III 609-235-3900
Ill TLX 710-897-0254
E fAX 609-235-7779
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